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The Campaign
We are one of perhaps half a
dozen American citizens who
.,_have not been accosted on the
street by a long-limbed, sadfaced g e n t 1 e m a n announcing
himself as Estes Kefauver and
asking our vote for the presi.._ dency of the United States. We
are one of a slightly larger group
... which has not been accosted by
a b a 1 ding gentleman with
middle-age spread, n a m e of
Stevenson, who is also out soliciting votes. What we have to say
" may, therefore, be misconstrued
~ as a matter of sour grapes.
What we want to say, though,
is that this whole procedure of
chasing around the country like
travelling sideshows strikes us as
__. a middling stupid way of running a government. It may do
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the average citizen's ego some
good to have had hand to hand
contact with the citizen who
might be his next president, but
it would do the country a whole
lot more good if these would-be
presidents were permitted to
exercise their brains and their
imaginations a bit more and
their legs and arms a bit less.
It's traditional, of course, that
candidates must get out on the
hustings and meet the people
face to face. But look, the world
has changed. We've got television now, and we've had radio
for a long time, and it's about
time we adjusted our campaigning to the realities of our day. If
it is important to know whether
Candidate A has his own teeth,
or store-bought teeth, television
will reveal it as clearly as any
personal interview. As for bali-
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tosis, who cares as long as the
man is sound on foreign policy?
To cap the climax on the
present madness, though, it is
more and more being prophesied
by the political pundits that all
that Brother S t e v e n s o n and
Brother Kefauver are accomplishing by their exertions is a
stalemate which will open the
way for one of the dark-horse
candidates whose eye will not
have been dimmed nor his natural force abated by cat-naps on
planes and quick lunches on the
run. And, of course, it is pretty
generally conceded now that
even said darkhorse is not going
to run very far or very fast, inasmuch as Mr. Eisenhower is already in the White House and is
likely to be there after January,
1957.
We would like to offer, in a
tentative sort of way, a proposal
that as soon as any man becomes a live candidate for the
presidency, as evidenced by his
having at least ten convention
delegates pledged to vote for him
on the first ballot, he be restricted until the time of the convention to an area within a radius of
one hundred miles of his home
or his place of business. The nation will still have ample opportunity to see him and become
well-acquainted with him, in exactly the same way it has come

to know Messrs. Godfrey, Gleason, and Garroway as close and
intimate family friends. And
meanwhile the candidate will
have a little time for thinking
about what he would do if he
were to find himself the incumbent of the office he is seeking.

~

1

~

Shepilov for Molotov

It is always gratifying to see a "' fellow editor make good and so,
in spite of ideological differences,
we congratulate Dmitri Shepilov,
formerly editor of Pravda and
now foreign minister of the
USSR. We congratulate him particularly on his good fortune in
succeeding a man whose shoes it ~
will not be at all difficult to fill.
For years, we have found
Vyacheslav M. Molotov one of
the most curious figures on the ....
international stage. Usually high
office in a powerful state can ~
conceal personal inadequacies, at
least for a while. But Molotov
never appeared to be anything
more than what he was-a
mouthpiece. No one ever cared ..,
what Molotov's personal feelings ...
or inclinations were on any matter because no one supposed that
the Russian foreign secretary's
feelings, inclinations, or judgment mattered much one way or ....
the other. He came with his inI
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structions, he wired home for
supplementary instructions, and
he said what he was told to say.
No wonder he was never purged;
there was nothing there to kill.
There would be no point to
saying all of this if it were not
for the fact that Molotov's career highlights the fatal defect
of the Soviet system, at least in
its Stalinist phase. Marxism in
its ideal form can and does appeal to certain idealistic types
who are properly distressed by
the dehumanization of man as
they encounter it in the swollen
cities and the impersonal factories of the western world.
Marxism claims to restore to
man a dignity which had been
stripped from him by hereditary
aristocracies and rapacious economic barons. It promises status
to the worker in a classless society.
But if we may judge a religion
by its priests, we are certainly
entitled to judge an ideological
system by its top administrators
and bureaucrats. One look at the
life and career of V.M. Molotov
would suffice to expose the
phoniness of the Russian version
of the socialist Utopia. Any system, whether it be an industry
or a college or a church or a
state, which requires men to become simply the mouthpieces for
other men, is rotten at its core.
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If the men on top can not main-

tain any semblance of human
dignity, what hope is there for
the average guy?
As for Shepilov, he makes a
good Tweedledee for Molotov's
Tweedledum. At the moment,
and in view of the Kremlin's new
policy of sweetness and light, his
chief qualifications for his new
post appear to be an engaging
smile and a nice head of wavy
hair.

Backyard Musings
A considerable part of this issue of the CRESSET is being
written in a small-town backyard which is colorful, just at
this time, with the flowers of
early summer. From a tree over
toward the northeast, a cardinal
is attempting to strike up a conversation with our two-year-old
fellow Christian who is devoting
his full energies to emptying the
sand from the sandbox onto the
ad joining grass. And over all, a
warm sun is hard at it, mopping
up the last unregretted traces of
the winter.
Every time we expose ourself
to this riot of warmth and color,
we get to wondering. We were
schooled in the "life is real, life
is earnest" tradition, and to this
day our conscience bothers us if
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we spend any part of our daytime hours in "unprofitable activities." But then we consider
the lilies or, more precisely in
the present instance, the irises.
They toil not neither do they
spin, and while it may be admitted that they do not influence
the course of world events, it
must also be admitted that they
do not suffer from peptic ulcers.
Before some Puritan brother
admonishes us to go to and observe the ant, let us say that we
have done that, also, and a more
dreary use of our time is hard to
imagine. Perhaps our ants are
different, but they seem to be
about as non-directed as any living thing can be. We have just
observed one of them heading
like a bat out of Hades due east,
only to circle around three times
and head, at an accelerated pace,
due west. If we want to see that
sort of thing, all we would have
to do is spend a day in a commuter station.
Back to the irises. Where did
they come from? Why are they
here? Where are they going? We
think we know pretty well where
they came from and where they
are going. We suspect that if we
really knew why they are here,
we would be farther along than
we are right now toward knowing why we are here. Simply to
pass the seed of life along, in

faith that the Creator of life
knows why it should be passed
along? Simply to live so that the
great King may have a kingdom?
To die and decay, so that the
Resurrection may stand forever
as a unique event? To be what
God has made us, without attempting to remake ourselves in
some other image? Maybe, maybe not. But we're thinking about
it and we are grateful, meanwhile, for the colors and the
sounds and the warm sun and
the busy child, and for the capacity to wonder what they all
add up to.

r1
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Extreme Measures

...

Back to the "real and earnest"
things, we have this proposal to
inflict the death penalty upon
persons convicted of selling narcotics to minors.
It may be granted at the outset that the person who leads ..
another person into a life of addiction has done him a personal
injury as heinous as rape and
only slightly less heinous than
murder. So the question is not, ..
then, whether or not the nature _,.
of the crime is such that it
ought to be punished as we punish these foulest of crimes. The
question is, rather, one of how
we can reduce the incidence of .._
the crime and thus save as many
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potential victims as possible from
its consequences.
We have, before, expressed our
judgment that divine law leaves
no discretion to man in the punishment of deliberate and premeditated murder. "Whoso sheddeth man's blood, by man shall
his blood be shed, for in the image of God made He man." But
we are most reluctant to see the
death penalty inflicted as a deterrent to crime. It is hard
enough and awe-full enough for
men to have to act as executioners for divine justice, without
asking men to take human lives
without clear instructions from
on high.
In a practical way, though, our
objections are even simpler to
state. We know, or ought to
know, by now from the experience of our own country and of
Great Britain that the chief
deterrent to crime is not the
severity of the punishment but
the certainty of punishment. The
number of practising narcoticspushers in our country will drop
dramatically whenever it becomes obvious that practitioners
of this trade get caught, get convicted with all proper despatch,
go to jail, and stay there for the
full period of their terms.
To do these things, we do not
need new laws, but simply the
enforcement of laws already on

the books. Plus, naturally, the
breaking up of those combinations of crime and politics which
permit not only the dope-peddler but many another illegitimate tradesman to operate without fear of effective reprisal.
c;:.

No Peace in Cyprus
The British have a deservedly
excellent reputation for governing colonial areas well, with a
minimum of interference in the
daily lives and activities of their
peoples. But when British colonial policy goes wrong, it goes
wrong with a vengeance. Still
fresh in the minds of many
people is the sorry story of Britain in Ireland. What is being
written into the record now in
Cyprus promises to rival the
Irish story as a record of sheer
ill-tempered, ill-considered stubbornness.
It is altogether obvious by now
to everybody except those British officials who are in charge of
the present situation in Cyprus
that Britain can not hold out
there. Sooner or later, and probably much sooner than she suspects, she will be forced out and,
as Earl Attlee has predicted, the
men who now languish in British
jails will form a Cypriot government. Meanwhile each side will
have inflicted upon the other
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wounds which will be very slow
healing.
It has been contended that
Britain must maintain her pres·
ent attitude because there is no
acceptable alternative which
would protect British strategic
interests in the Eastern Mediterranean and at the same time
safeguard the rights of the Turkish minority on Cyprus. But it
seems to us that there is still
time to work out a compromise
solution which would safeguard
Turkish and British interests
and at the same time satisfy the
nationalistic cravings of the
Greek-speaking majority on Cyprus.
Perhaps a compromise could
be worked out under the terms
of which the Greek-speaking
Cypriots would withdraw their
demands for enosis with Greece
(there being no historical warrant for the political union of
the two countries) in return for
autonomy and the right eventually to determine their own future by plebiscite. In return, the
Cypriots would have to work out
some sort of an arrangement that
would guarantee the rights of the
Turkish minority and t h a t
would safeguard the British in
their control of bases which seem
to be necessary for the discharge
of their Near Eastern obligations.

The "honest broker" for this
deal could very well be the
NATO council. Mr. Dulles has
been looking for some jobs that
NATO might take on. Here is
one which would not only be ,.
worthwhile doing for its own
sake but which needs to be done
-and soon-for the safety of the
Western world.
~

That Bomb
The contents of this section
of the CRESSET always reflect
t w o governing considerations.
First and most obviously, there
is the consideration of significance; a reader should be able to
go through these pages ten years
from now and be reminded of
what was really important in
July, 1956. But a second, and
sometimes more important, consideration is that of the editors'
competence to evaluate individual happenings. Particularly
in the case of a magazine which
claims a Christian orientation
there ought to be a seemly reluctance to "shoot off one's
mouth" on issues which lie beyond one's competence to judge.
This is a rather lengthy introduction to a very brief confession. Knowing, as we do know,
that the most significant event of
recent weeks has been the detonation of more thermo-nuclear
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devices out in the Pacific, we do
not feel competent to offer any
evaluation of the significance of
this event. We are urged by
pundits, clergymen, offidals of
.., patriotic organizations, and government leaders to take these
weapons seriously and to look at
life and the modern world in
terms of their destructive potential, but we are not provided
with
any real information which
')I
would make it possible for us to
calculate their real meaning in
our personal or national life.
Lacking this information, we
., are not, at the moment, hal£ as
frightened of these weapons as
we are of the security attitude
<4- which they have engendered. It
scares us to think that we can
not do our own professional job
(political geography) properly
because the information we need
is classified for one reason or another, and even if we are per• mitted access to some of that information we have no way at all
of knowing how much more, and
how much more important, information is being withheld from
us.
.o
Where that puts us as a country, then, is in a situation where
the only intelligent criticism of
-1
defense policy must come from
within the Defense Department,
or from among tried and true
hangers-on of that department.
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Comment on new weapons and
new weapon experiments is reduced to a simple matter of
mouthing the proper rubrics and
hoping they will sound profound.
Rather than do this, we prefer
to fall back upon a cliche which
every new hint of the destructiveness of modern weapons seems to
make more apropos: that World
War III simply must not happen.
If it does happen, perhaps it
will make little difference who
knew what; we shall all be frying together.
~

False and Misleading
Intoxicating beverages and tobacco are, in our judgment,
commodities which are a) not at
all necessary for the maintenance
of bodily health and strength,
b) positively injurious to the
body if taken in excessive quantities, but c) beneficial for the
relief of tensions if used in moderation. We are strongly opposed
to any sort of legislation designed to forbid the manufacture
and use of either liquor or tobacco and we doubt the right of
the various levels of government
to saddle these products with a
disproportionately large share of
the tax load.
So the remarks that we are
about to make are not prompted
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by any Puritanical attitudes towards tobacco and liquor. They
are prompted rather by an aversion to fraud, misrepresentation,
and exaggeration of the truth.
They are directed against the
kind of tobacco and liquor advertising which has long afflicted
the magazines and the air waves
and which seems to be getting
more objectionable by the day.
It seems to us that this advertising, in the past year or so, has
taken two directions. A great
deal of it represents an attempt,
on the part of the manufacturer,
to tie his product in with various
sacred cows in our culture. The
beer people would have us believe that The Good Citizen
finds it impossible to Do It Himself or to welcome his Daughter
Back from the Prom or to Drop
In On The Neighbors or to Get
Out the Old Fishin' Tackle
without the assistance of his
Friendly Glass of Beer. The
whiskey people want us to know
that it was Old Rotgut that
helped Sam Houston liberate
Texas and Danl Webster make
those speeches we had to memorize as a chlid. Wine, of course,
has become the Hallmark of
Gracious Living and gin is Nature's own solution to the problem of surviving through the
summer.
The other direction has been

toward repetitive inanity. We
suspect that the commercial
which advises us that "pleasure ...
is good for the disposition" is deliberately designed to irritate us
so that we will find it impossible +
to forget the name of the cigarette that goes with it. This indecent seizure of attention
through the means of outrageous
nonsense is a species of felonious
assault and ought to be treated '<
as such.
What to do about it all? Write
the sponsor. He probably won't
do anything about it either, but
he is the only person who can _4
do anything about it. Meanwhile, make the quality of advertising a criterion in choice of v.
product. Money talks the only
language some people can understand.

Mosyn
Saint Paul, Minnesota, will be
the scene this month of a church
convention w hi c h Protestant
churchmen in this country and
Europe will be watching with
much interest and concern. For
while delegates to the triennial
convention of the Lutheran
Church-Missouri Synod will be
chiefly preoccupied with the
many large problems of internal
administration of one of the nations I a r g e r denominational

~
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bodies, outsiders will be watching to see what path Missouri
confessionalism will chart for itself in the years ahead.
Not too many years ago, many
• of these outsiders would have
been urging Missouri, sometimes
rather shrilly, to quit being such
a bug on doctrine and join the
big, happy family of Protestant
• activists who were all gears for
,.. social action. "Deeds, not creeds"
was the catchword of the day
and the majority of Protestant
leaders professed to having been
captured by the vision of One
Big Church.
Things have changed in recent years, and more and more
• Protestant theologians and denominational leaders are returning to the conviction that the
only proper function of a church
or a denomination or a sect is
... to be a Bearer of the Word, an
agency through which the whole
~ counsel of God can be stated
without conscious perversion or
compromise of the truth. The
once forbidden word, "orthodoxy", has reappeared in the ecclesiastical vocabulary and there
has been a wholesale return to
the fountainheads of the great
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Protestant theological traditions
-to Luther and Wesley and Calvin and Knox, and to their immediate disciples and interpreters.
This places Missouri unrler
the necessity of re-examining
some of her traditional attitudes
toward other Protestant bodies.
Relations which might have been
impossible a generation ago
without compromise of biblical
truth may be not only possible
but necessary today. As larger
and larger segments of Protestantism return to more orthodox
understandings of the biblical
message, Missouri will have to
define more sharply in her own
mind the difference between
confessionalism, which is imposed upon her by the Word itself, and isolationism, which is
simply the institutional expression of self-righteousness.
Missouri has met many a crisis
in the past by seeking direction
from the Word which she has
prized above all h e r other
treasures. We are confident that
she will find direction in the
cross-currents of our day also
from this same Word.

AD
LIB.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __...y

ALFRED

Time was when you could
send a small boy to the store for
your Sunday newspaper. In those
days it was a fair sized paper but
a small boy could handle it.
That time is gone. Today a Sunday paper weighs about the same
as $10 worth of groceries and it's
more than a child can handle.
Now the Sunday paper runs
from 300 to 400 pages and contains a dozen sections, several
magazines, and plenty of advertising. Considering the paper
shortage through which all newspapers are suffering, is it worth it
to put out a paper of this size?
Last week I was reading the
Sunday edition of the Cleveland
Plain Dealer which is of average
size for a metropolitan newspaper. On that particular Sunday, the Plain Dealer contained

344 pages and weighed three and
three quarters pounds. Its Sunday circulation is 525,000 so in
putting out that edition they
used up 985 tons of newsprint,
if my figures are correct. That's
a lot of newsprint in a shortage.
What does a Sunday edition
contain? I took a close look at
the Plain Dealer because it is a
better than average paper and
what is true of that Cleveland
paper should be true of most
others. Well, it contained a lot
more feature material than it did
news which was no surprise.
Space was given to about every
suburb surrounding the city. Society was well covered. There
was space for hobbies of every
kind, all types of entertainment,
a vacation and travel section, and
a lot of information on homes.
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I went through every one of
those 344 pages measuring the
r
news and features. The total for
~
news and articles was ninety and
a hal£ pages and of these 45 pages
<~ appeared in the three magazines,
This Week, The American Weekly, and a pictorial section. That
left 45 pages for other news and
articles. The total for advertising was 2411/2 pages and a 12
"'' page comic section liberally
sprinkled with advertisements
brought the overall total to 344.
I realize that some advertising
is necessary or the paper would
go out of business. But who is
going to read 241% pages of advertising? Surely not all 525,000
., subscribers. I suppose the advertiser buys space on the basis of
the verified circulation and that
he is expecting all half million
to read his ad. Well, on that particular Sunday the best he can
hope for is 524,999 ad readers,
• because I didn't read them, and
I have a feeling I wasn't alone.
The Sunday papers may be
getting bigger but I doubt if they
contain any more news than
they did years ago. In the case of
:.~ the Plain Dealer, the News Section contained 24 pages of which
four pages were news and 20
pages were advertising. The total
of international news in the entire paper, bearing a foreign
date line, was 25 inches, or just
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about one column. Since the
Plain Dealer is an 8-column
paper, the international news
was one part in 2,752.
When you get down to it,
there isn't too much to read
despite the 344 pages. If you are
not from Olmstead Falls you are
not likely to read that section of
the suburban news and when you
eliminate the other suburbs you
are not from, you have considerably fewer pages to go. Some of
the news in the Society section, it
seemed to me, couldn't have
been of interest to more than
ten persons. Many women may
read the entire society section
whether they know anyone in it
or not, but, I suspect, their number is limited. The editors must
insert the pictures of a certain
number of brides each week, but
few outside the bridal party and
the immediate family are going
to notice it. Now we're down to
Entertainment which is probably
one of the better read sections if
only because it lists radio and
TV programs. Even people who
do not plan to take a vacation,
or at least take one in any of the
places featured in the vacation
and travel section, may read that
section because the pictures are
usually fairly interesting. And
then comes a few pages on yachting and several other minor
sports than can't interest very
many.
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Psychologically, the size of the
paper defeats the reader before
he gets started. Going through
that mass of newsprint seems too
impossible a chore for a Sunday.
I doubt that an average reader
actually reads more than six
pages outside of the 12-page
comic section. If this is so, it
should be possible to put out an
18-page paper which would require only 49 tons of newsprint
'instead of 985. If the newspapers
are as concerned over the newsprint shortage as they claim in
their own columns, they might
give this suggestion their close attention. Perhaps the editors
would, but I doubt the publishers could bear the thought of
241% pages of advertising revenue disappearing each week.
Whatever else may not be read
in the paper, Sunday or daily,
one column will be read by most
people. That is the one featuring letters to the editor. Almost
every newspaper has such a
column and the titles vary if the
tone of the letters doesn't. You're
acquainted with the letters, I'm
sure. They vary in quality from
paper to paper and reflect somewhat the style of the paper to
which they are sent. Letters to
the editor of the New York
Times are, as a rule, well-written,
thoughtful, and on a subject of
some significance. That is true

also of letters to the editors of
at least two London newspapers.
In these the international situa- ,
tion is well aired but the topic
which brings out the most let- ...
ters from Englishmen is cruelty ~o
to animals. Let some London
paper report on a milkman mistreating his horse and the letters
column will have more material
than it can hold. These will be
filled with outrage, carefully
...
contained.
In the United States, letters
run to a greater variety of subjects. Politics is always a good
topic and all sides of each political question are fairly well
gone over by the letter writers.
Parking problems and the mis- ,.
management of public transportation are old standbys good for
several letters in each issue of a
big city newspaper. Another
favorite topic is the local school ;...
system. Letters on the schools
describe what is wrong with ..
their administration, why the
teachers should get more or less
~
pay, how the P.T.A. is either
ruining or developing the school -f
system, and why Johnny can't
read. When the larger issues fail, ~ .
there is always one's neighbor
who has something wrong with
him, usually a dog who digs up ;.,
the flowers in the next yard.
Most of the better papers print
the names and addresses of the
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letter writers but too many
newspapers let the writer hide
behind "Name withheld upon
request." Why a person who
feels so strongly on a subject has
to write a newspaper editor
whom he doesn't know and yet
won't let his name be published,
I don't know. But I do know
there is something wrong in this
practice. Many of these letters
with names withheld are vicious
and come within an inch of libel.
It seems to me that only a coward
would request withholding his
name to a letter which could do
harm to others.
The editors are not blameless
either. True, some letters should
be printed which contain information of importance to other
readers but which might bring
harm to the writer. But these are
few in number. Too many editors will let every request for
name withholding go through no
matter what the subject. One of
the pet peeves of many editors is
the man, who, when being ques-
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tioned, hides behind the Fifth
Amendment to the Constitution.
Yet these same editors will let
others hide behind the anonymity of "Name withheld upon
request" in their own papers.
If a man has an opinion he
has the right to state it, but he
has also the obligation to stand
behind that opinion particularly if he puts someone else on the
spot by stating it. This is
especially true if that opinion is
going to be m writing where
others can read it.
Many is the month when the
deadline was near and the words
wouldn't come easily that I have
handed in material about which
I was not happy. On such occasions I have been tempted to ask
the editor to withhold my name
from this column, but the temptation hasn't overcome my convictions as yet. And with this
column I have doomed any hope
I might have had for having my
name withheld in some future
issue.

A Bushman's Diary
By

GERALD

K.

CZAMANSKE

ing thing about it is the abundance of lakes. Around these
lakes, and along the rivers, there
are heavy stands of spruce with
occasional tamarack. As a matter of fact, right along the rivers
and in many of the gullies the
bush can get pretty thick. But
on the higher ground, the cover
is almost aways caribou moss,
man telling bare rock
and
boulder fields. Here the going
is easier.
The moss often covers miles
of ridge, and its light yellow
color makes the landscape a
very distinctive one. On the high
plateaus, there is little relief, but
the monotony is broken by the
many small lakes and ponds. It
amazes me that in one glance
one can take in lakes at all levels,
some connected by streams, some
isolated. Apparently in country
like this with bedrock so close to
the surface there is no such
thing as water level. The water
is always cool and good to drink,
and fish are abundant.
We are still in civilization
here at Knob Lake. Tomorrow
or the next clay we head 130

(Last s u m m e r, Gerald
Czamanske, a graduate student in geolofSY at the University of Chicago, worked
with the Geological Survey
of Canada on a mapping
project in northern Quebec,
inland from Ungava Bay.
The survey party was chiefly
interested in determining
the type and distribution of
the rocks in this hitherto
little-known area.
While in the area, Czamanske kept a diary, which
we happened to see after his
return and which we asked
his permission to publish.
Why publish it? Well, for
one thing, it is an insight
into a little-known part of
our continent. But more impo1·tantly it is evidence that
a young man need not drop
silently from the classroom
into the grey-flanneled ranks
of the desk-slaves without
having had his taste of adventure. -Editor)

* * *
THE COUNTRY

The country up here is quite
varied. Perhaps the most strik-
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miles north to Cambrian Lake.
So far everything is fine - or
would be if it weren't for the
black flies by day and the mosquitoes by night.
Chapter 1, Camps Nos. I and II,
Cambrian Lake, Quebec

june 20, 1955. This Bushman's
Diary is simply sporadic and unconnected recollections of noteworthy incidents and observations. I arrived at our first base
camp on Cambrian Lake yesterday at 10:30 a.m. The flight was
interesting a 1 t h o u g h visibility was not the best. We made
only about 80 mph, flying between 1,000 and 4,500 feet most
of the way. Pay load of this little
plane is only 1100 pounds.

Immediately we went to another nearby lake via plane to
pick up a canoe which had been
cached there over winter. I proceeded to show off my knowledge by dumping the boss and
myself in two and a half feet of
icy water. Oh, well, we went in
only to the knees.
Camp consists of three 8'xl0'
wall tents with canvas floors.
There is mosquito netting over
the door. With the aid of a bug
bomb we can keep them bug
free. We sleep on army cots. All
my companions were frozen last
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night; I was warm enough, so I
guess my sleeping bag is O.K.
The junior assistants do all of
the cooking, etc.
Labrador treated us to a magnificent day for our first traverse.
We did 10 to 12 miles, which is
pretty stiff to start off. A few of
the boys have blisters. Left camp
about 7:30 and back by 5:30. It
is light here from 3:00 a.m. to
10:00 p.m. It's now 9:30 p.m.,
and I'm writing in my tent with
no light.
Walking here is a new experience. With each step (except on
rock of course) one sinks from
one to four inches in caribou
moss or muskeg. Quite tiring.
There's quite a bit more brush
than I expected, mostly along
streams. Took a bath in the lake
tonight. Very cold, but well
worth the agony. The mosquitoes
are terrific, but they don't seem
to annoy me too much. Not
many black flies.
Today was so warm and
sunny that I was in my shirtsleeves all afternoon! Two of the
boys who had dropped behind
saw a 250-pound black bear. I've
seen no wildlife except birds
and bugs. The boss, the other
senior, and I are off on a long
traverse by ourselves tomorrow.
Sure isn't any fun getting into
cold clothes in the morning!
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June 21, 1955. Pretty tired tonight. The three of us really
covered distance. Started out
with the canoe, but broke the
shear pin on the outboard several miles short of our destination. That lengthened the traverse. Saw a really magnificent
waterfall. Again a frigid bath in
the lake made things a bit more
pleasant.
Got my first black fly bites
today. Quite an interesting bite.
The fly, which is only about
3jl6" long, InJects an anticoagulant. The bite leaves a red
spot lj8" in diameter with a
small clot of blood where the
actual bite was. Doesn't seem to
swell, hurt, or itch. The flies are
not so thick as they will get.
Another magnificent day! The
country is actually quite hilly.
Hiked across a big snow bank
today.
June 23, 7:30 a.m. Don't
know quite what's going on, but
the boss yelled over from his
tent that we weren't going today. Nice day, too. Yesterday
was a tough one. All day long
through brush and over a continual spongy under-carpet of
muskeg. Waded a fifty-foot
stream at lunch and came
through a swamp on the way
out. My boots are fairly waterproof.
June 23, 9:10 p.m. Guess we

stayed in essentially just to rest
the bosses' blisters and plan a
few traverses. Did my wash,
shaved, and washed my face in
warm water for the first time
since we came up. Half of my
'" tan" came off! Read quite a bit
of geology, too. I'm on my own
tomorrow.
June 25, 5:40 p.m., Camp II.
Yes, we moved camp today. Quite
a load for the three canoes with
the six of us and all our gear. A
really magnificent day today and
the campsite is ideal. We've got
our own private sand beach, and
the wind keeps the bugs down.
Took a dip and lay in the sun
for a while. Then practiced a bit
with the outboard motor on one
of the canoes. Really not too difficult. My first traverse yesterday went pretty well. Saw a black
bear north of camp yesterday. I
don't think it ever gets really
dark up here this time of year.
Days of the week have no significance. Actually we get no days
off. The day it takes to move
camp and the days of bad
weather are our enforced holidays.
June 28, 9:00 a.m. It's drizzling
today for the first time since
we've been up here, and the
smoke from a big forest fire has
cut visibility considerably. Two
days ago (the 26th) when the
other senior and I were travers-
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ing together, the smoke got so
heavy that you could smell it and
visibility was cut to a half mile
or so. Yesterday was a tough one.
I traversed 14 miles over pretty
hilly country. When I reached
the canoe to head for camp, the
starter on the outboard wouldn't
engage, so I had to take it apart.
Coming back, this big lake was
very rough and I got soaked to
the ears bringing her home. In
rough water you always have to
angle into the waves and the trip
is made considerably longer. We
didn't finish supper last night
until ten minutes to nine. The
mosquitoes now are terrific, and
there's always one or two in the
cereal or eggs or stew. I'm beginning to see why the black flies
have their reputation. I must
have over 50 bites by now variously distributed, and boy! do
they itch after a day or so! Don't
hurt a bit when they bite though.
June 29, 8:20 p.m. We managed to save yesterday afternoon
and did shoreline, which consists of shooting around in the
canoe and seeing what we can
see in the way of outcrop right
at the shore. Today it has
drizzled all day, so no work.
Read and wrote letters.
July 1, 12:00 noon. Stayed in
today because of cold, w e t
weather and to organize things
for the other senior assistant,
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who will head off by himself for
two weeks when the plane comes
in tomorrow. I'll stay with the
boss the next two weeks. Did my
wash and put on all clean clothes
-feels wonderful! Yesterday was
a miserable one, but I'll not complain as it ended June.
July 4, late afternoon. The
plane arrived two days late; it
snowed at Knob Lake Base yesterday! Our grub was planned to
last through the 2nd. On the 3rd
we started scrimping: only oatmeal for breakfast, pancakes for
lunch, and potatoes and onions
for supper. Still no plane. And
about 3:00 p.m. a spark from the
campfire caught the 7x9 cook
tent with the food in it and
burned it to the ground. As we
had little food we lost little, but
every little bit hurt.
Dawns the 4th. One of our
canoes had blown away overnight. I later picked it up a mile
or so across the lake. Went fishing this morning to get something to eat. Caught a 32-inch
pike. Also saw two black bears.
Four loons call out here on the
lake at night. They dive under
water and travel for yards.
About 2:00 p.m. today the
plane came in but with only
one-third of the food we needed.
Someone had goofed but good.
So tomorrow he'll fly in again,
weather permitting. Every time
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he flies in, it's $300 of Survey
money.
Chapter 2, Camps Nos. 3 and 4,
Kaniapiskau River

july 6, 7:00 p.m., Camp Ill.
Yesterday was really "one of
those days." Had one traverse yet
to do down south, which I volunteered to run. Up at 5:30, in
the field by 7:00. Covered 8
miles or so and got out at 4:30
p.m. Had to wait until 7:30 for
the lake to calm down enough
for someone to pick me up. It's
been pretty windy lately.
Because it's so windy in the
daytime, we decided to move
camp at night when the wind
dies down. Well, off we were in
two heavily laden canoes at
about 9:00. (There are only four
of us now, as the other senior is
on his own.) It stayed light for
quite a while, but about 11 :30
when we reached our "prospective" camp it was dark. (Clouds
covered the full moon.) We spent
fully one and a half hours in the
cold night air feeling our way
along shallow, bouldery shoreline where a boulder hit wrong
could sink a canoe full of gear.
No good campsites could be
found in the pitch dark-not
even a place to land the canoes!
Finally about I :00 a.m. we
simply waded all our gear ashore

on a beach and carried the
canoes up. At I :45 we hit the
sack on the beach to sleep. Some
did, I didn't. The mosquitoes
were very bad and of course we
had no tents up. At 5:00 a.m.
we rolled out, waded the canoes
out and reloaded them, and
finally found a suitable campsite. Sure looked beautiful! It
really is quite nice. By 9:30 a.m.
the tents were up and we were
"home" again. Rained a bit just
as we got the tents up. Start traversing again tomorrow. Got a
blister, hope it won't hurt too
much.
July 11, 7:00 p.m., Camp IV.
Well, I see it's been five days
since I last entered anything
here. I sort of figured that it
would be this way. At first everything is new and different and
newsworthy. After a brief time,
however, almost everything becomes merely routine. The 7th
and 8th I traversed. The blister,
after scientific treatment, caused
no trouble at all. The 9th it
rained so we stayed in. Spent
most of the day reading Babbitt
by Sinclair Lewis. I find it quite
interesting.
The lOth dawned clear, and
the boss went out to traverse
while a junior and I were left to
move camp. Things went well
and we got camp set up O.K. At
4:30, though, it started to rain,
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and when I went out in the
'canoe to pick up the boss it was
really storming. After an hour
and a half out in that I was as
cold and wet as I've ever been.
Wet from head to foot through a
"w a t e r p r o of" jacket, heavy
sweater, heavy shirt, and undershirt. Today we stayed in. All
were tired. It's been quite windy,
and we've propped up spruce
trees all around the tent to break
the wind.
I drink coffee now morning
and night as it warms me up.
Tea every day at noon in the
field, too. Only five days till the
mail comes in.
july 12, 10:00 p.m. Kind of an
interesting day so I'll write a bit.
Very windy! Up on the high
ridges it was blowing so hard I
couldn't steady myself to write
standing up. Had to shout to be
heard five feet away. That's
good, though; wind blows the
bugs away. Saw a porcupine today, also several ptarmigan families. It's really quite interesting
to watch the parent birds act as
if they're injured and lead me
away from the brood of young.
There's still some snow here and
there in small pockets way up.
We took the canoe up a tributary to work today, and coming
back we goofed and had to take
off our shoes and get out and
pull her for a ways. Really
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smoky again. Maybe a lightning
strike from the storm two days
ago. The black flies are thick!
july 14. Well, here it is almost
time for the plane to come in
(the 16th). Things are going
pretty well, I guess. Certainly the
thing which irritates me the most
is the bugs. Can't let down my
guard for a minute or I get
black fly bites which swell and
itch. I get a reaction three or
four times that from a mosquito. One day you're out traversing 10 to 12 miles trying to
move fast enough to keep them
off. The next you stay in and
spend almost the whole time in
an 8xl0 tent on the cot because
it's not worth the trouble trying
to go outdoors and keep them
off. They crawl right into your
shirt and pants, too. Always
must keep the pants tucked in.
Don't know yet what will come
off the next two weeks, for the
boy who was to be my assistant
is going home. He hurt his leg a
bit a while back and it slows
him up quite a bit and doesn't
seem to be improving.
july 15, 2:00 p.m. Well, what
do you know? We had guests for
lunch. Our unexpected friends
were part of a surveying party
working for the Quebec Department of Streams. One French
engineer, three French-Canadians, and one old Indian who
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speaks neither French nor English. To our lunch they added
the delicacies of cake and doughnuts baked by their cook. They
are working up the river and we
down, so in a few days we'll pass
each other with our base camps.
I'm going to go out on my
own with one of the juniors tomorrow. Sure am happy. If for
nothing else but for the fact that
in a few days our whole camp,
tents, grub, personal gear, canoes,
and all have to be portaged
around a 70-foot waterfall. It's
only a quarter-mile portage, but
that'll do. The engineer told us
that his Indians make four trips
a day portaging two 100-pound
bags of flour three miles around
a gorge downstream from us.
And some of us have the delusion
that we're men! It's very hot today, so hot in fact that there are
very few black flies. Horse flies
have taken their places but they
don't bite. Spirits are up.
July 15, 4:00p.m. Just finished
a chocolate bar and some delicious extra-rich powdered milk.
Before that I took a fifteenminute bath in the river. About
the longest and best yet as the
wind and heat kept all the bugs
but the horse flies away. Really
a wonderful day!
I'm keeping fairly clean as also
I'm keeping my clothes. The
hair is about 5 or 6 weeks along

now. What two months will do
heaven knows. I've read Babbitt
and Tortilla Flat and found both
quite interesting.
July 15, 5:00 p.m. I'm airborne, flying to my new home.
Country very interesting from
above and these little planes the
greatest.
July 16, 8:00p.m. Well, again
the plane needs two days here.
This time it was our boys who
goofed. The two of them, who
have been out on their own for
two weeks, were supposed to
move their camp from the small
lake they were on to a large lake
so that the loaded plane could
take off. They misunderstood instructions or overestimated the
ability of the plane to take off,
so we had to leave them. The
plane will move them and me tomorrow, when it brings in fresh
meat to the Quebec Streams
party down the river from us.
Sure is nice when the plane
comes in. Fresh steak, fresh
homemade bread, and even this
time some fresh red plums and
bananas. Only trouble is you eat
too much.
We have no communication to
the outside world other than the
plane every two weeks. The other
senior has a portable radio, but
I'm not with him.
Lots of spruce and tamarack
trees and birch where it's wet.
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Loads of this caribou moss,
which is light yellow. The fauna
is surprisingly lacking. Almost
no animals.
We don't order much more
food than for two weeks as that's
too much to move around. Last
year the plane was a week late
twice due to bad weather. You
just stay in bed and get thin and
save what little you have. There
are always fish and usually a bit
of beans, spaghetti, or rice left
over. There are no berries or
fruit here that I know of.
We run hard traverses for two
or three days and then a day off.
When the plane comes in,
though, we've been taking the
day before off, and of course the
day she gets here we have to be
in camp. After two or three days
of lying around I get to feel tired
and overfed and loggy. Actually
wish we'd work more sometimes.
Chapter 3, Camp V,
Crab Lake

july 18. Here it is 8:00 p .m.
and we've just settled down after
the conclusion of our first supper at the new camp. A pretty
good one at that. Fresh fried
ham with brown sugar, fresh
buttered carrots, boiled potatoes,
Royal vanilla pudding, and coffee. And we had steak for lunch!
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Unfortunately we only live like
this for three or four days at the
beginning of each two-week
period. Got to eat the fresh stuff
before it spoils, and then out
come the cans. On his way out
the boy who left scared up an
extra Coleman gas tank, so we
can now cook in the tent. Quite
a convenience. Actually the bugs
haven't been bothering me so
much the last few days. Maybe
that's because I haven't done
anything for five days. Our new
campsite is ideal except that we
have no sand beach to bring the
canoe in on and we are exposed
to the wind. The latter may
prove serious; I hope not. I enjoy being on my own. Two is a
much more manageable party.
Last night I added another
bizarre place of rest to those
which I have partaken of. This
was in a Norseman float plane,
tied up at a little lake north of
here. Since we could not move
the two boys on the 16th, we
came in yesterday, the 17th, to
do so. (Only myself and the
pilot, the boss stayed home.) The
two guys had moved but were
still in a place where the plane
could not get to, due to rock
reefs in the lake. We put down
on another part of the lake to
try to figure out what to do.
Couldn't fool around much as
gas was low. The wind came up
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and the ceiling came down so
there we were, stuck. We tied up
one place and then had to move
when the wind changed. Must
stay on a lee shore to protect the
plane. Finally got her tied at a
sand beach after a bit of wading
over my waist in cold water to
push and guide the p I a n e
around. We accepted our fate
and spent the night tied up there.
This morning at five with beautiful weather and no wind we
got over and picked up the boys,
who had moved to a better place.
All in a day's work.
July 19, 8:30p.m. It rained off
and on today, so we didn't go to
work. Very windy and very cold
though. Must have been around
45 degrees or 50 degrees. Had
the little sheet-metal stove going
in the tent all day to keep warm.
Quite a change actually. Hope
the weather clears, I've got work
to do. The night I slept on the
plane, the 17th, there was a very
heavy frost. Read Budd Schulberg's What Makes Sammy Run
today. Found it very good. I'm
starting Edna Ferber's Cimanon
now. Catching up on my modern American novelists this summer.
July 24, 12:00 noon. Sort of
discouraged, I must admit. Got
two traverses run the 20th and
21st. Then took a day off to do
laundry and rest my left leg,

which I've managed to hurt
somehow. Then bad weather.
Cold, windy, and rain. After today I have only five days here
and four traverses to run. That's
cutting it pretty close, and that's
probably 50 miles of hiking in a
relatively short period of time.
Here comes the rain again! Life
appears pretty gloomy much of
the time, and most of us are
counting time till we get out of
here. Stlre wish I had time for
more novels like Edna Ferber's
Cimarron at school. I've been
missing something. Perhaps the
most maddening thing about
this life is the monotony. You're
either traversing I 0 to 15 miles
or you're in the tent on your
bunk. If you're in the tent you
can do exactly three thingssleep, read, or cook and eat.

.July 27, 3:30 p.m. Labrador's
infamous weather is beginning to
take its toll of time and tempers.
The 25th it rained, harder than
the previous two days. The 26th
we snuck in a traverse. We got
rained on, the bush was wet,
and small streams were now difficult to cross-torrents. Last
night about seven the wind
came up, and it's been up ever
since, snapping the tent like a
plaything. Of course, the cold
and rain came with it. Occasional showers, cold as a miserable
football day in November. What
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about the end of August?
The
Heaven on 1 y knows!
weather wouldn't bother me so
much but for the fact that I'm
responsible for a certain amount
of work here. I sure don't want
to work in the rain, but I'm not
sure on the policy. May add two
weeks' work if this job isn't tied
up. The ulcers of responsibility!
If the last two days are just good
ones! If not?
july 29, 9:20p.m. Yes, it's a bit
late; I'm usually going to bed
about this time, but tomorrow all
we have to do is wait for the
plane, so we've got the Coleman
lantern on and we're writing
letters. The weather got better.
Yesterday we got rained on a bit
and it was too windy for the
canoe, but today it cleared steadily and by afternoon there was
hardly a cloud to be seen. The
bugs came out again in large
numbers; you can't win. We ran
two tough traverses. Yesterday 14
miles and today 15, and as Bill
says, "That's measuring ridge
top to ridge top and doesn't take
into account the ups and downs
of the valleys."
For the record, an almost
typical day:
6:15 Up and starting breakfast
7:30 Breakfast over, 1 u n c he s
made, and in the canoe
8:00 Start traversing
12:30-1:00 Lunch
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6:00 Finish 15-mile traverse
6:15 Home, and start supper
7:45 Supper over, dishes done,
start map work
9:00 Map work and day's work
done
9:30 To bed (not tonight)
Summary of last two weeks:
I enjoy the freedom of being
on my own, but sometimes the
responsibility s e e m s a trial.
Natural, I guess. I think I eat
better. We devour about a quarter pound of butter per .man per
day! We learned to make "milkshakes" with Klim, using either
Royal pudding, jam, or maple
syrup for flavor. By myself, if I
finish a traverse late, so what? If
the boss is waiting, it's another
story.
Summary of first half of summer:
Time went fast; I hope that
continues. The weather in general has been fine. Bugs bad at
times. I'm glad to be over the
hump, so to speak. Hope the
weather and cold don't become
too much worse as fall approaches.
july 29, 9:40 p.m. Really looking forward to the mail this time.
I wish I'd written home for
some milk chocolate or something, but it's sort of late now.
Sure do get hungry for something good in the evening!
Gets pretty cold here at night
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now. My sleeping bag has a
layer of condensation on the
outside each morning. I have a
heavy blanket over part of it,
and where that covers the bag,
it has the moisture on it.
Things don't seem so bad right
now as they did a few days ago.
July 30, 11:05 a.m. Just about
all packed up to move if and
when the plane comes in. Wonder what's up for this two
weeks?
July 30, 12:30 p.m. We've got
one load across to the lee shore
so that if a wind comes up the
plane can load. All that's left to
do now is wait. Just found an
old abandoned canoe across the
lake which reminded me to mention one of the things which I
find most amazing about this
country: one finds abandoned
and cached canoes a n d old
campsites a 1m o s t everywhere.
Hardly a day passes when we're
traversing near some lake or
maybe inland but we find an old
campsite, usually In d ian, I
guess. There will be a big rock
or pile of stones in the middle of
a circular brown spot. There is
always a marked difference in
vegetation on the ground the
tent was over. Then fallen down
like spokes of a wheel are all the
poles used to hold the hides for
the circular, eight-foot-diameter
tent. Sure must have been a

hardy bunch of people; they
must have portaged their canoes
a long way sometimes if they
traveled by canoes.
July 31, afternoon. No chance
to write a few extra lines home.
I claim he's a day late; he claims
he's on time.
I sent my first check-Canadian-toward home with the
plane, and remembered to ask
Dad to get exchange on it.
(Canadian dollar worth a bit
more than U.S. dollar.)
Chapter 4, Camp VI,
Buteux Lake

July 31 , 9:00 p.m. Well, we
set a record today: ten letters
and a check! Sure is a bit comical or futile, whichever way one
looks at it. We work two weeks,
then wait for the plane. A mad
rush of loading, we fly someplace else, work our heads off for
an hour or so, and we're all organized and set up for two more
weeks. Then in half an hour all
the mail for two weeks' time is
read. Of course it gets reread
two or three times.
Bill and I are out alone again.
Didn't know where to until we
got here and still don't know
much. Buteux Lake, latitude
57 degrees 55 m. north, longitude
68 degrees west. The best map I
have shows only the area 15
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miles or so on either side of us.
Country looks a bit dense and
muskeggy from the air. Wet feet
are coming up! Many miles of
shore-line work to do here. This
lake is big and meandering.
Hope I don't get lost. On a big
lake like this you can get windbound too. If you're in camp it's
O.K., but if a wind comes up
while you're traversing you may
have to spend the night. Better
misery than the chance of tipping.
As to the bugs and repellents,
6-12 we have, and it's good
on mosquitoes. The black flies
won't bite through it, but they
don't seem to be bothered
much by it. They fall down your
collar, or crawl up your sleeves,
or bite you someplace like the
eyelid next to the bridge of the
nose. Twice they've gotten me
there; the eye really puffs.
They're tenacious. And then, too,
you always pop out "for just a
minute" without 6-12, and
they've got you!
Guess I mention the food at
the beginning of each chapter,
but then, what the heck, it's one
of the few joys up here. As the
two weeks go by the bread gets
harder and harder, and although
in the back of your mind you
know there is fresh bread, you
gradually assume t h a t what
you've got is the normal. And
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then the plane comes in, and a
loaf and a half of fresh bread
and butter and strawberry jam
disappear before nightfall. Got
some good steak, too. Gosh,
some of the canned meat is terrible! Oranges this time. And
even some "fresh" corn and
green onions. Oh, we'll live for
a week. Next plane will be the
16th, weather permitting, and
the next I think September 2nd.
We've got a pretty nice spot
here. More protected than the
last and with a good beach for
the canoe and bathing. Got rid
of two weeks' sweat this afternoon. Sounds disgraceful, and I
suppose it is, but that's what
cold weather, a rock shore, and
bugs will do. This place is really
great for a bath. Guess some
wouldn't go for the temperature
·t hough; Bill doesn't. Almost a
full moon.
August 4, 7:00 p.m. Well, the
fresh meat has just about gone
the way of all unrefrigerated
fresh meat. Most people wouldn't eat it, the way it smells now,
I'm sure. Life isn't too rosy, I
fear. The country is all dissected
by ridges and bogs, millions of
mosquitoes; and it's been quite
warm the last few days. Lots of
brush, too. And for the first time
i'm a bit afraid of canoeing. The
lake here is big (two miles
across and eight miles long), but
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it has all sorts of islands, shoals,
and reefs. Despite care, we've
gone through two shear pins already, which means that the bottom comes up very fast and unexpectedly at times, which means
that we could rip the bottom out
of, or tip over, the canoe. If
this chapter of the diary reaches
Valparaiso, the dangers are past.
As the final blow, I don't
know the rock types here I The
geology is completely different,
I had no briefing, and I can't
recognize a thing for sure.
Guess that's enough bellyaching. Yesterday was a grand day,
best in a month. We did shoreline, and I rolled up my sleeves
for the second time all summer.
Saw a bunch of huge trout
eighteen inches to two feet long,
which we may try to catch one
of these days.
We must be under some sort
of air route. Daily, big planes
(3 or 4) buzz over, way up. This
gives us a margin of safety, as in
a real emergency we can set fire
to an island and attract attention. (Obviously a last resort!)
August 5, 7:30 p.m. Today
was cold and windy and it
drizzled from 10 a.m. on and we
got soaked, but it was the best
traverse in weeks. Sound crazy?
Very simple-no bugs! They
don't like this weather. Got a
little wetter coming home, for

the lake was mighty rough. There
is fruit up here. A few wild currants. Kind of sour. Also quite a
few blueberries in places. Pretty
sweet and of good size too. Forgot to mention that to do some
of the work here we have to "
portage the canoe. Not bad, but
an eighteen-foot square-stern is a
pretty good-sized canoe.
August 8, 1:00 p.m. It's been
raining today and for the previous two days. Hope it lets up
soon. We're not on too high
ground, and the tent floor is
'50% wet. In front of it are two
good puddles. Pretty chilly too,
have to get in the sleeping bag
to keep my feet warm, and I can
watch my breath condense at
night. It's really damp up here
when it rains. The matches are
too soggy to strike, and the end
of the bread loaf doesn't even
get hard. When we stay in like
this, we experiment with cooking. Have had French toast one If
morning and omelets twice now.
Been doing a lot of studying
since the first of August. We just
figured it, and it's rained on 18
of the last 24 days.
August 9, 7:00 p.m. Oh, what
a jolly time! Didn't look too
good this morning, but we were
both sick of lying around so we
took off. Paddled two miles because the motor wouldn't start.
The weather held till 4 p.m.,

.,
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two miles from the end. We got
soaked. Luckily I got the motor
going. Got back to a cold, damp
tent and put on the tea and potatoes before we changed. Getting tough to keep one dry pair
of pants or boots at hand. A
sobering thought lately is that
millions of combat soldiers go
through stuff that makes this
,.. look like a bed of roses.
August 10, 8:00 p.m. Very nice
today. Really pleasant, but too
windy to risk taking the canoe
on the big lake. We're really de.. pendent on the elements! Did
my wash and took a bath mstead. I'm as clean as water,
which is quite refreshingly cool
to drink, can get a person.
August 14. Well, here it is the
14th and it's raining again. The
last two days were beautiful, but
the wind on the lake was more
.., than I cared to risk on the big
lake. I'm getting lazy and fat
and my conscience bothers me,
but I've got most of my work
done and I don't feel like risking my neck. If it's good tomorrow, I'll get finished.
The last two days we've spent
fishing. And what fishing! We
found one good pool, and then I
found a pool twenty feet across
and two and a half feet deep
with 20 fourteen- to eighteeninch speckled trout in it. We
don't have any fancy tackle, so

•

most of the time I just futilely
dangled odd things in front of
twenty giants. Most frustrating!
My fly made from the nap of
my red blanket didn't catch a
thing. A bit of orange peel and
a blueberry each netted a fish
though, and a little bass plug
got me a third. What fish! Beautifully colored with magnificent
deep orange-red meat. We had
four for supper last night (and
that's all we had) and two for
breakfast this morning. (Bill got
three, too.) Oh, what a memory!
August 15, 9:30 p.m. I got my
work done today and I'm done
canoeing on that lake, so all is
well. All I have to do again is
wait for the plane. Cold tonight
and dark to the east, but one
never knows what the dawn will
bring.
Speaking of old bread, the
last three loaves we've been
working on are thirty days old.
They're some extras the other
crew gave us in case we ran out.
August 16. Plane's in. As plans
go, I will be with a senior and a
.junior some place north of here
1till September 2.
Chapter 5, Camp VII,
Chain Lakes

August 16, 8:00 p.m. Well,
we're all settled at our last camp.
Two 8xl0 tents, three men. Bill
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Hopper, the other senior, and I
in one tent; Bill Monro, the
junior, bunked in the cook
tent. As we've moved north the
country has become increasingly flatter and more desolate. The
relief must be less than 50 feet
for miles around us. Lots of
boulder fields and m a r s h,
few trees. Due to the low relief
our tents are very exposed. Sure
hope they stand the wind. Had
to carry poles a quarter mile.
We don't have a good
map to work on here, but it
seems that we're at about 57 degrees 45 m. north longitude, 68
degrees 55 m. west latitude.
We've a string of lakes running
north from which we're supposed
to work.
August 17, 8:20 p.m. Ran a
solo traverse 14 miles today.
Made excellent time; in the
field at 9:30 a.m., back out at
3:30 p.m. Ate lunch as I walked.
I sort of suspected I'd run a few
solos since there are three of us
here. It's pretty risky; don't
know if you'd be found if you
were hurt badly, but that's
something you don't think about.
Don't really know why I run
solo when I don't have to. Guess
there are several reasons-first, I
can go as fast as I wish and do
what I wish; second, there's no
one to complain or to complain
to when the bugs and bush are

bad (both were today); finally,
and primarily, it gives me a great
feeling of enjoyment, satisfaction, and self-sufficiency to walk
all alone in rough country with
only Nature about.
The sun was out, which made
the compass work easier. One
compass shot is good for several
hours since you can use your
shadow.
August 24, 9:00 a.m. A week
has passed since the last entry
and there's not much more to
show for it on the maps. The
18th we washed our clothes and
ourselves. The 19th, 20th, 21st,
and 22nd brought rain and cold.
Got quite a bit of geology read.
I'm in the studying mood. The
23rd Hopper traversed alone, and
Bill and I took the canoe to our
string of lakes. Some "string of
lakes"! There are shallows between each small lake, and we
had to get out and drag the
canoe through. Had to do this
about six times to get to our
rendezvous with Hopper. Hard
on the bottom of the canoe. Today, of course, it's raining, which
accounts for the time at which
I'm writing.
August 29, 8:00 p.m. Well,
yesterday was one full day. Because of all the shallows we must
go through and because we've
got the canoe beached a mile
from camp, it takes about two
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and one half hours to get to the
jumping-off p I a c e for our
northernmost traverses. So, Bill
came up with a brilliant idea.
We decided to run 4 traverses in
one day! Of course we had to
wait for a perfect day, and the
28th was it. Up at 5:00 a.m. our
time (that's 4:00 sun time). By
8:30 we had reached our starting place for the first two traverses. The traverses were of
course intricately arranged so
that there was no wasted walking and no canoeing with one
man alone in the canoe. About
2:30 p.m. we'd each finished our
first traverse, and, after canoeing about two miles, I set out on
my second. We finished about
7:30, and it was with some relief that we met. Bill Hopper
had run both of his traverses solo
and my last one was solo and
with a bit of canoeing thrown
in-the chance of an accident
was high. Back to camp at 9:00
soaked to the waist, for we wasted no time going through the
shallows and rapids. Pretty tired
but well satisfied with four days'
work in one. Pulled a muscle in
my groin; it's really stiffened up.
Hope it comes around.
August 31, 7:00 p.m. The leg
still bothers me so the two Bills
ran the last traverse of the year
while I got in a little fishing. I
got three speckled trout about
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fifteen inches long. Yesterday
Bill Monro got a thirty-inch lake
trout. The country sure spoils
one as far as fishing is concerned.

September I, 9:00 p.m. The
plane's due tomorrow. From our
camp he should take either a
man or a canoe in order to even
the loads up. It will take two
plane loads to get the five of us
and our gear back to Squaw
Lake. I think I've put on some
weight this summer. Lying in
the tent doesn't keep one in top
shape. Then too, with the food
ever present, we whipped up a
little something now and then.
The fad for the last two weeks
has been a bit of cocoa and a
toasted bacon and melted cheese
sandwich at about 9:30 p.m.
Guess this is the end of my
diary, barring a sudden turn
in the weather. It looks as if it
will be O.K. tomorrow. Nearly
forgot to mention the Northern
Lights. They're really magnificent up here on a clear night.
They wander over the heavens
changing shape and color constantly. A clear night in the
bush is a sight to behold. With
absolutely no light being cast up
from the earth the stars assume
almost unbelievable brilliance in
a velvet-black sky.
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Epilogue, Knob Lake

September 2, 10:00 p.m. I'm
safe and sound here in the shack
at Knob Lake. Three of us flew

THE

here today; the other two tomorrow if the weather holds.
The candy Mom sent two weeks
ago is here.

RAINY

.. .

SUMMER

The clouded summer day by day
Gloomed its peculiar oyster-grey
Oozing with rainlight. Swallows and bees
Were apparitions under seas
And rare as divers. Mushroom-cold
Sprouted the faces young and old
That dripped and passed. The pavement spawned
Umbrellas, and its misery yawned.
Yet never before in latening hours
Have leapt such jewel fires of flowers
From grass of such transparent glow
That should have umbered long ago;
Nor has this highway's hawthorn screen
That robs the north-sea winds of spleen
Shone flooded so with lights of milk,
Opal, gold quince and galingale,
So richened frocks of flowing silk
And inky velvets of the male;
Nor elders looked with such a zest
Of wonderment towards the west,
As if they saw through molten ice
A pearl beyond all mortal price.
-GEOFFREY jOHNSON

.
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Why Religious Art?
By

RoDERICK RoBERTSON

Department of Speech
Augsburg College, Minneapolis

When we talk about religious
art, we usually mean one of two
things. That is, there are two
definitions of religious art or
two kinds of it, and these are
what we have in mind, although
we may not be aware of it at
the time.
In the first place, we could say
that any piece of art is religious
which employs a religious subject or theme. We would call a
hymn religious if it voices
thoughts about man's relationship to God. A religious picture
might depict Jesus or some other
religious figure, and a religious
drama might focus on the theme
of Christian martyrdom. Seen
this way, religious art is but a
branch of the whole field of art,
distinguished by its subject matter in much the same way that
landscape art stands apart from
the rest of art because it deals
with special subjects and themes.
This kind of religious art
should be judged in much the
same way that we judge other

art. Whatever standards we may
employ to make up our minds
whether a work of art is good or
bad can be applied to religious
art. We can, therefore, have
good and bad religious art, and
this will depend on how well the
artist has succeeded in expressing his subject or theme in the
particular medium he has chosen.
It need not concern us at this
point whether or not the work
of art is good religion as well.
We need not be religious to
enjoy this kind of religious art.
Christians admire pagan art, and
an agnostic appreciates a madonna and child by Raphael. A
religious person might get more
from a work of religious art than
a non-believer but in much the
same way that a horticulturist
would get more out of a paint·
ing of a bowl of flowers than a
layman would. There are qualities in a work of good religious
art that transcend the subject in
such a way as to give the work
a life of its own independent of
31
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the religious theme. Likewise,
the religious theme cannot save
the work of art if it is bad on
aesthetic grounds. So we could
criticize all those familiar calendar art pictures of Jesus that present him as a sweet, effeminate
man in a golden haze of sentimentality. They are trite and
superficial, and it makes no difference at all that Jesus is the
subject or that the painter was
devout. On the other hand, we
judge an El Greco painting of
Jesus as good art whether or not
we agree with the artist's Roman
Catholic v i e w of Jesus-or
whether or not we believe in
Jesus at all.
Coming to the second kind of
religious art, we can say that a
work of art is religious if it
stimulates a religious response
in us. We now look at art from
the point of view of the uses to
which we put it. Obviously, a
work of art may both be good
art and stimulate us religiously;
it may fall into both categories.
But it need not, and it will be
fruitful to look at religious art
from this viewpoint.
A hymn or a stained glass
window may move us closer to a
religious experience. In such a
case the subject matter might be
tremendously important: a picture of Jesus and his wife could
not move us since it contradicts

our beliefs. But the subject need
not be religious at all, and still
the work of art could affect us
religiously. Consider a purely
abstract design in a stained glass
window or a performance of
music without words. Obviously
no special arrangement of musical tones can be considered more
religious than any other apart
from our previous associations.
A symphony written by an
atheist might be for many
people extremely religious because of its effect on them.
It is also true that religious
art in this sense need not be
good art in our other sense. The
plaster saints in many Catholic
churches are probably terrible
art by any usual artistic standards, yet they are good religious
art if they move the faithful toward a deeper faith. All that we
ask of this kind of religious art is
tha t it help put us in a frame of
mind to worship God. And almost any kind of art could conceivably do this: a madonna or
an abstraction, a Gregorian
chant or a dixieland march.
We then must ask ourselves:
why have good art in churches?
In the first place, we do not have
good art to glorify God. It is unlikely that God takes sides in
aesthetic arguments, so that we
have no divine sanction for preferring El Greco to calendar art.
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Our standards are of our own
making, and we cannot be sure
if God is more pleased by a new
million dollar church in the
latest style or by a clapboard imitation gothic shack in the last
stages of disintegration. Is God
more glorified by the cathedral
at Rheims or by an evangelist's
tent? We don't know.
If we prefer an El Greco to a
calendar art Jesus, that is a matter of strictly personal, human
tastes. God has given no commandments about what is good
taste. Therefore, we should have
good art in churches for secular
reasons, for the reason that we
like good art, we prefer it to
other kinds. We want a lovely
church for the very same reason
we want a lovely school or office
building. We choose to live in
the presence of beauty when we
work, when we study, and when
we worship. Our personal tastes
have no divine sanction.
A second reason for having
good art in churches is that bad
art distracts us from worship.
Art in church should help prepare us to get in the proper
mood to communicate with God.
But when we are communicating with God we are not concerned with making aesthetic
judgments. Thus, anything that
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distracts us, such as bad art,
prevents us from worshipping
God. T.S. Eliot, in referring to
the mass, makes this point: "If
we are religious, then we shall
only be aware of the Mass as art,
in so far as it is badly done and
interferes with our devotion
consequently." I
Seen this way, religious art is
actually superfluous to religious
worship. We really don't need
it; it is a help or a crutch and is
not central to our religion. Similarly, if we were all perfectly religious, if we walked with God
at all times, we should not even
need churches. What p o i n t
would there be in coming to·
gether in special buildings for a
religious service if we were in
constant communication w i t h
God? Then, every room would
be a chapel, every street a cathedral, and where two or three
of us gathered together, even if
only for a cup of coffee, there
would God be also.
But because we are weak we
permit life to distract us from
religious devotion. Therefore,
we are obliged to build churches
to shut out the world so that we
can pay attention for a short
while to God. We build churches
with artistic f e a t u r e s which
stimulate us to think about God.

I Selected Essays 1917-1932 (London, 1932), p. 48.
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We play special kinds of music
which we associate with religion,
we put colored glass in the windows, we place peculiar furniture
in the room, and we sometimes
scent the air-all this in an effort to help us leave the world
outside and concentrate on the
business of walking with God.
It is clear, then, that seen this
way religious art is used as a
stimulant-and stimulants are
dangerous unless used in moderation. We should not become beguiled with the beauties of religious art, for they are human
beauties. The sacredness of religious art is not in the object
itself but in what we bring to it.
And if our hearts are with God,
any art can be religious, any
building a church. What counts
is the spirit present which we
should never confuse with the
material art object. God, after
all, doesn't live in churches.
Church buildings are sacred only
because we decide they are, not
because God is there any more
than He is anywhere else. But
in church we usually permit Him
to enter our lives more than
other places. So it is our doing,
not God's, that makes a church
a sanctuary.

Nowadays many new churches
are being built. When we construct them, we should remember three rules. (l) We should
make our churches lovely because we like to live with beauty,
because we are pleased with good
art. (2) We should make our
churches lovely because ugliness
distracts us from worshipping
God. But we should not become
so drunk on the stimulant of religious art that our purpose is
disguised or missed altogether.
(3) We should b u i 1 d our
churches with great humility.
We should be humble in admitting that we have to build
churches at all since most of us
can't find God anywhere else.
And we should not let beautiful
churches blind us to the fact that
God is not glorified by human
artistic creations, nor is He any
more present in a lovely church
than in an ugly one.
Above all, we must remember
that art, all art, is a human creation. Art must be measured by
human standards, since God has
laid down no aesthetic canon.
No art in itself is holy, no art is
intrinsically sacred. God is not
in art, any art. God is in our
hearts-or is He?
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Letter from
Xanadu, Nebr.
Dear Editor:
I suppose you will be going to
St. Paul for the convention, too,
in which case I would like for
you to keep an evening free so
that I can get together with you
on a matter which I would like
to talk over with somebody who
is an expert on sin.
You probably wonder why I
am all of a sudden worried about
sin, so I will tell you. We are
trying to organize some adult
Bible classes in the congregation and since we have never had
much luck with Bible classes
here we figured that we would
have to build up some interest
by starting off with some real
hot stuff. Rev. Zeitgeist wanted
to start off with a series of discussions on the Epistle to the
Romans which, if you ask me,
would have fallen flatter than
a pancake seeing as how even I
have never been able to read it
through except at family devotions. Some of the other members of the committee wanted to
study the lives of some of the
great Bible characters like Sam-

son and Ruth and Solomon.
Finally I suggested that we
might start off by discussing the
one thing we all know most
about, since we can see it all
around us every day, which
would be sin, and the committee
agreed.
For a couple of weeks now I
have been trying to set up a
series of topics dealing with the
most common sins and I have
run into some problems. Our
committee agreed that there was
no point to discussing the sins
which no Christian commits anyway, like idolatry and adultery
and stealing and cursing and
swearing. We were in agreement
also on certain sins which we all
know are wrong but which
Christians sometimes fall into,
like unionism a n d m1ssmg
church on Sunday and carrying
a grudge, but we felt that there
was no point to discussing these
sins because there is no argument about them.
We finally agreed on four
topics which we feel need discussing because different people
seem to have different ideas on
them. These topics are: smoking,
drinking, gambling, and dancing.
Now what I would like for
you to be thinking about is
whether these four things are
wrong in themselves, whether
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certain forms of them are wrong
and others OK, whether certain
of them may be wrong for some
people and all right for others,
and under what conditions a
person who is guilty of any of
them could be excommunicated.
I would also greatly appreciate
it if you would dig out the Bible
passages that pertain to the
questions I have listed.
The reason I am asking this is
that a funny thing has happened
just in our committee discussions. Just as an example, take
the matter of smoking. We all
started out agreeing that it probably didn't do anybody any
good. But pretty soon you could
see that we weren't as down on
pipe-smoking as we were on
cigarette-smoking, and we didn't
disapprove of men smoking as
much as we did of women smoking. The trouble is that none of
us can explain exactly why we
make these distinctions, even
though we all feel in our bones
that they are important distinctions. Maybe you could help us
out.
We had the same problem
with drinking. When we got to
discussing it, we discovered that
all of us like our glass of beer
now and then, but every single
one of us felt that there is something not quite right about
drinking mixed drinks. We tried

to analyze why a bunch of
Christian beer-drinkers w o u I d
turn thumbs down on Martinis
and we just couldn't come up
with any reason that sounded
logical. We would appreciate
whatever guidance you could
give us.
On gambling we were pretty
well agreed. One of the farmers
on the committee had to get in
a dig at us business men by asking what the difference is between gambling and investment
but his old man was a Populist
and out in these parts you have
to learn to tolerate people like
that. We did run into a bigger
question, though. We went all
through the concordance and
the catechism and we couldn't
find a single Bible passage that
forbids gambling. I would appreciate it if you would jot
down a text or two for me.
Our biggest argument came on
dancing. Two of the members of
the committee are against all
kinds of dancing. Me and another member claim that dancing itself is OK but that what
makes it wrong is mixing it with
drinking and necking. T h e
teacher m a d e a distinction,
which I couldn't quite follow,
between ballroom dancing and
square-dancing. So obviously we
are going to have to get this
straightened out among our-
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selves before we can go condemning it in Bible class.
Well, these are the problems
I would like to talk over with
you. I hope you won't mind taking the time to talk them over.
We're trying to bring religion

down to the practical level of
everyday living and we think
that our general idea is sound,
even though it may be hard to
work out.
Regards,
G. G.

r
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Where is the honey? I have cut new bread.
Ring out, bells of the summer day,
Bring in the farmer, the girl on the highway,
Bring in them all, the ploughman,
For I have cut new bread.
Now the bee shall never be ashamed,
She will spread her wildness on my bread.
Now the stove is hot, all mouths
Shall be healed with sweetness and richness.
Did you ever smell such incense?
Come, bring in the world.
For I have cut new bread.
MARION SCHOEBERLEIN

11tu4te

and MUSIC MAKERS
By

WALTER

If, as a buyer of discs, you are
interested primarily and, shall I
say, exclusively in music as a
pastime, you will, of course, select recordings of compositions
which appeal to you most and,
in your opinion, serve your particular purpose best.
If, however, you have made up
your mind to study the history
and development of the tonal
art, you will look for discs which
will give you special and, let me
add, indispensable assistance.
It goes without saying that
without some acquaintance with
what is old you cannot properly
and thoroughly enjoy what is
new.
This pertains as forcefully and
as cogently to the study of music
as it does to the study of literature.
Just as a theologian, let us say,
can never hope to arrive at an
adequate understanding of the
Greek of the New Testament or
the Latin of the Vulgate if, because of a deplorable quirk in
the education to which he has
been exposed, he lacks a founda-

A.
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tion in Classical Greek and Classical Latin, so the student of the
history and the development of
the tonal art is hobbled, and
even crippled, if, for some
strange reason, he considers it
unimportant and actually unnecessary to devote the most
careful attention to the music of
the far-distant and richly prophetic past.
This, I am sure, is self-evident.
It is axiomatic. Will any scholar
worth his salt even venture to
question the truth, the validity,
and the far-reaching pertinence
of the statement I have just
made? No.
Let me tell you about a few
recordings which will be of invaluable service to those who are
deeply interested in music that
came into being long ago.
You will agree with me, I take
it, that Gregorian Chant is, in
more than one sense, the foundation on which all our Western
music is based. Consequently, I
direct your attention to the first
disc in the first release of the
monumental and epoch-making
38
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Archive Production issued by ment as the monks of the Abbey
the History of Music Division of of St. Martin chant the Easter
the Deutsche Gramophon Gesell- Mass on the disc I have menschaft. This is a superb record- tioned. "This," says the learned
ing of the Missa in Dominica commentator, "gives the recordResurrectionis (Easter Sunday ing a true feeling of the sublimiMass) as chanted by the Choir of ty of these chants in the pure
the Monks of the Benedictine monodic style, in accordance
Abbey of St. Martin at Beuron, with its early origin."
Here is another important
Germany (Decca A R C-3001).
Although I could tell you in my quotation from the notes:
own words something about the
The next to the last line of the
famous Easter Sequence Victimae
all-important role the BenedicPaschali Laudes, by Wipo of Burtines have played in the presergundy (about 1040), which was
vation and in the study of
deleted in the 16th Century during the reformation following the
Gregorian Chant, I prefer at this
Council of Trento, has been retime to quote from the excellent
instated ( Credendum est Magis
notes printed on the back of the
Soli Mariae Veraci Quam '}udaeorum Turbae Fallaci), thus rerecord sleeve. The able writerestablishing the original charache is not identified-states:
ter. The sounding of the church
The chosen guardians of this
music have always been the
Benedictine monks, among them
St. Benedict of Nursia, who,
through founding the famous Abbey of Monte Cassino (529), also
became the father of Western
monasticism. By establishing rules
and principles of monasticism, he
accorded outstanding importance
to the liturgy and its music. The
Benedictine monks have remained
faithful to this task through their
exemplary performance of the
Gregorian Chant and were the
music teachers of the entire
'Middle Ages. The greatest credit
is due them also for the exploration of the historical sources of
choral singing and the restoration
of its tradition. This was done
in recent times under the leadership of the French Benedictines
of Solesmes.

There is no organ accompani-

bells during the Transformation
after the Sanctus, which is carried
out in silence, is true to ancient
Church use.

The monks of the Benedictine
Abbey of St. Martin use the continental pronunciation of Latin
-as, I believe, is customary in
Germany.
In our country, as well as in
many other lands, it is common
practice to employ the Italianized pronunciation.

*

*

*

Next I shall tell you-unfortunately, only in bare outlineabout the equally monumental
and epoch-making fourth, fifth,
and sixth volumes of The History of Music in Sound, issued by
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the Oxford University Press in
conjunction with RCA Victor
(LM-6029, LM-6030, LM-6031).
Each album-attractively boxed
-contains two twelve-inch lp
discs. Besides, a fine booklet
comes with each set-a booklet
containing valuable information
about the composers and their
times as well as extracts from the
music presented. Gerald Abraham is general editor, and J. A.
Westrup is the editor of the
three volumes I have mentioned
(The Age of Humanism, Opera
and Church Music, The Growth
of Instrumental Music).
Here is a list of the music
these discs enable you to hear:
Italian Madrigals: A che son
ormai conducto, by Alexander
Demophon, "of whom we know
nothing, though he is believed to
have been a Bolognese"; Scendi
dal Paradiso, by Luca Maranzio
(1553-99); Quivi sospiri, by Luzzasco Luzzaschi (d. 1607).
English Madrigals: Ye That
Do Live in Pleasures, by John
Wilbye (1547-1638); Come Away,
Sweet Love, by Thomas Greaves,
from a collection published in
1604; 0 Care, Thou Wilt Despatch Me, by Thomas Weelkes
(c. 1575-1623); Ho! Who Comes
Here? by Thomas Morley (15581603).
French Chansons: Allons au
vert bocage, by Guillaume Cos-

teley (1531-1606); Tant que vivray, by Claudin de Sermisy (d.
1562); Il est bel et bon, by Passereau, of whom "little is known
beyond the facts that he was a
prebendary of Saint-Jacques de
la Boucherie at Paris and that in
1509 he was a tenor in the chapel
of the Due d'Angouleme (afterwards Francis I)."
0 Domine ]esu, by Victoria
(d. 1611).
Benedictus and Agnus Dei,
from the mass Benedictus Es, by
Philippe de Monte (1521-1603).
Sanctus, from the mass Aeterna
Christi Munera, and Agnus Dei
II, from Missa Brevis, by Giovanni Pierluigi da Palestrina.
Scio Enim, from Sacrae Lectiones Novem ex Propheta fob;
Benedictus and Hosanna, from
the mass Puisque j'ay perdu, by
Orlando di Lasso (d. 1594).
Mirabile Mysterium, by Jakob
Hand! (1550-1591), often known
as Gallus.
English Church Music: Adesto
Nunc Propitius, by Thomas Tallis (c. 1505-85); Haec Dies, by
William Byrd (1543-93); Agnus
Dei, by Thomas Morley; Behold
Thou Hast Made My Days, by
Orlando Gibbons (1583-1625).
Lutheran Church Music: Wie
schoen leuchtet der Morgenstern,
by Michael Praetorius (15711621).
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In Ecclesiis, by Giovanni Gabrieli (1557-16I2).
Solo Song (French and Spani s h): Vivray-je tousjours en
soucy? by Claudin de Sermisy;
Toda mi vida os ame, by Luis
Milan (I500-after 156I).
Solo Song (English): Thyrsis
and Milla, by Thomas Morley;
Sleep, Wayward Thoughts, by
John Dowland (I563-1626).
Instrumental Ensemble: Ricercar No. 7, by Adrian Willaert
(c. 1485-I562); Padottan and Intrada, from Suite No. 3, by Paul
Peuerl (published in I61 I);
Three-part Fantasia, by Orlando
Gibbons; Four-part Fantasia, by
John Coperario, an English composer who Italianized his name,
which was Cooper (c. I575-I627).
Keyboard Music (Virginals):
My Lady Carey's Dompe, anonymous; My Selfe, by John Bull
(c. I562-I628); His Humour, by
Giles Farnaby, "of whom we
know only that he flourished in
the I590s"; The King's ]uell, by
Orlando Gibbons.
Keyboard Music (Harps ichord); Capriccio sopra un soggetto, by Girolamo Frescobaldi
(I583-I643).
Keyboard Music (0 r g an):
Ricercar Arioso No. I, by Andrea Gabrieli (c. I5I0-86); Ach
Gott, vom Himmel sieh' darein,
by Jan Pieters Sweelinck (I5621621).

Early Opera: Scene from Orfeo, Act IV, by Claudio Monteverdi, first produced at Mantua
in I607; Bevi, bevi, from La
Morte d'Orfeo, by Landi (c.
I590-c. 1655).
All the music I have just listed
is beautifully recorded in the
fourth volume of The History of
Music in Sound.
(TO BE CONCLUDED)
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RECENT RECORDINGS
Sonata
No. 10, in B Flat Major, for Violin
and Pia<11o (K. 378) and Sonata
No. 15, in B Flat Major, for Violin
and Piano
( K. 454). Jascha
Heifetz, violin, with Brooks Smith
at the piano. -Lucid and completely truthful performances of two
masterworks. 33 1/3 rpm. RCA
Victor LM-1958.

WoLFGANG AMADEUS MozART.

REsPIGHI. Feste Romane
(Roman Festivals). ZoLTAN KoDALY. Hary Janos Suite. The NBC
Symphony Orchestra under Arturo
Toscanini. -Respighi was a past
master af the art of orchestration,
and Toscanini sets forth the magic
of Roman Festivals (The Circuses,
The Jubilee, The October Festival,
The
Epiphany)
with
uncanny
skill. The recording of the Hary
Janos Suite, a wonderful example
of humor in music, was taken from
the NBC broadcast of November 29,
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1947. 33 1/3 rpm. RCA Victor
LM-1973.
GIGLI IN CARNEGIE HALL. Beniamino
Gigli, tenor, with Dino Fedri at the
piano. -This recording was made
in Carnegie Hall in New York City
on the evening of April 17, 1955,
when the famous Gigli returned for
a recital after an absence of sixteen years. The artistry is still there
even though the voice is not what
it used to be. The disc has twentytwo bands. 33 1/3 rpm. RCA Victor LM-1972.
BosTON PoPs PICNIC. The Boston
Pops Orchestra under Arthur Fiedler. -Here Fiedler, with his customary verve, presents Pops Polka
and Enchanted Sea, by Jack Mason;
The Waltz;ing Cat, by Leroy Anderson; Jalousie, by Gade; Danube
Waves Waltz;, by lvanovici; Malaguena, by Lecuona; Village Swallows Waltz;, by Josef Strauss; In a
Persian Market, by Ketelby; Poet
and PeasflJrlt Overture, by Franz
von Suppe. 33 1/3 rpm. RCA Victor LM-1985.
Two-PIANo RECITAL. Vitya Vronsky
and Victor Babin, duo-pianists. One is always aware of exceedingly
sensitive artistry as these famous
duo-pianists play Rondo, Op. 73, by
Frederic Chopin; Fantasy, Op. 103,
by Franz Schubert (one piano, four
hands); Concerto Pathetique, in E
Minor, by Franz Liszt; Scaramouche
Suite, by Darius Milhaud. 33 1/3
rpm. Decca DL-9790.
WoLFGANG AMADEUS MozART. Concerto in B Flat Major, for Bassoon
and Orchestra (K. 191); Marches
Nos. 1 and 2, in D Major (K. 335);

Six German Dances (K. 509). The
Mozarteum Orchestra of Salzburg
under Ernst Maerzendorfer. Rudolf
Klepac is the bassoonist. -A wonderfully realistic recording. Artistry
of a high order. 33 1/3 rpm. Decca
DL-9834.
ALBERTO GINASTERA. Quartet No. 1.
LASZLO LAJHTA. Quartet No. 7,
Op. 49. The Paganini String Quartet. -Excitingly beautiful readings
of a colorful quartet by Argentina's
most famous composer and a
melodious quartet by a writer who,
together with the late Bela Bartok
and Zoltan Kodaly, must be numbered among Hungary's most distinguished creators of music. 33 1/3
rpm. Decca DL-9832.
IRMGARD SEEFRIED IN PERSON. Irmgard Seefried, soprano, with Erik
Werba at the piano. -This fine
disc-nineteen bands-is a series of
superb recordings made at recitals
in Berlin, Munich, Hamburg, and
Bielefeld. You hear the enthusiastic
applause of the German audiences
as they thrill to Miss Seefried's
singing of Auf dem Wasser z;u
singe·n and Lachen und Weinen, by
Franz Schubert; Dein blaues Auge
and Staendchen, by Johannes
Brahms; Kinderstube, by Modest
Moussorgsky; Dorfsz;enen, by Bela
Bartok; An eine Aeolsharfe, Das
verlassene Maegdlein, and Begegnung, by Hugo Wolf; Staendchen,
by Richard Strauss. Miss Seefried is
one of the few truly great lieder
singers of the present time. 33 1/3
rpm. Decca DL-9809.
JoHANNEs BRAHMS. Ein deutsches
Requiem (A German Requiem),
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Op. 45. The Berlin Philharmonic
Orchestra, the Choir of St. Hedwig's Cathedral, and the Berlin
Motet Choir under Fritz Lehmann.
Soloists : Maria Stader, soprano,
and Otto Wiener, baritone. -In my
opinion, this is by far the finest
disc-p r e s e n t a t i o n of Brahms's
Requiem. It stirs me to the very
quick. But I must caution you not
to believe the commonly repeated
statement that Brahms's Requiem is
a Lutheran composition. Brahms
was an ardent student of the Bible.
In the matter of theology, however,
he went completely haywire. One of
these days I shall write about the
great master's tragic ineptness as a
theologian. In the German text of
the Requiem the mention of the
name of Christ is purposely avoided.
But the name of Christ does occur
in the English version usually employed. I say all this, not to minimize the tremendous musical importance of Brahms's Requiem but
as a counterblast to the vapid
mouthings of those who declare that
it is a Lutheran composition. Two
33 1/3 rpm. discs. Beautifully
boxed. Sung in German. Notes by
Karl Geiringer. Decca DX-136.
CAMILLE SAINT-SAENS. Concerto in A
Minor, for 'Cello and Orchestra,
Op. 33. NICOLAS MIASKOVSKY.
Concerto in C, for ' Cello and Orchestra, Op. 66. Mstilav Rostropovich, ' cello, with the Philharmonia
Orchestra of London under Sir
Malcolm Sargent. -Rostropovichlike Emil Gilels, pianist, and David
Oistrakh, violinist-is one of the
ablest artists in the Soviet Union.
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Recently he, too, has appeared in
the United States. His playing is
facile and beautiful to a phenomenal degree. 33 1/3 rpm. RCA Victor LM-2016.
RICHARD WAGNER. Die W alkuere
(complete) . Martha Moedl, soprano,
as Bruennhilde; Leonie Rysanek,
soprano, as Sieglinde; Margarete
Klose, mezzo-soprano, as Fricka;
Ludwig Suthous, tenor, as Siegmund; Gottlob Frick, basso, as
Hunding; Ferdinand Frantz, baritone, as Wotan; and eight other
able singers as Valkyries. The Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra. Conductor: Wilhelm Furtwaengler. A magnificent disc-presentation of
this great music drama. Five 33 1/3
rpm. discs. Artistically boxed. Complete libretto in German and in
English. Sung in German. RCA
Victor LHMV-900.
RICHARD WAGNER. Lohengrin. Gottlob Frick, basso, as King Henry
the Fowler; Rudolf Schock, tenor,
as Lohengrin; Maud Cunitz, soprano, as Elsa; Josef Metternich,
basso, as Frederick of Telramund;
Margarete Klose, mezzo-soprano, as
Ortrud; Horst Guenter, basso, as
the King's Herald; and eight other
able singers as nobles of Brabant
and pages. The Symphony Orchestra and Chorus des Nordwestdeutschen Rundfunks, of Hamburg.
The Male Chorus des Nordwestdeutschen Rundfunks, of Cologne.
Conductor:
Wilhelm Schuechter.
Chorus Masters: Max Thurn and
Otto Franze. -Another stirring
disc-presentation. I recommend it
highly. Four 33 1/3 rpm. discs. Ar-
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tistically boxed. Complete libretto in
German and in English. Sung in
German. RCA Victor LHMV-800.
ERNST NoN DoHNANYI. Serenade in
C, Op. 10. Jascha Heifetz, violin;
William Primrose, viola; Emanuel
Feuermann, 'cello. Lours GRUENBERG. Concerto for Violin and Orchestra, Op. 47. Heifetz and the
San Francisco Symphony Orchestra under Pierre Monteux. -This
is a Treasury recording. Dohnanyi's
beautiful Serenade was recorded in
1941; Gruenberg's Violin Concerto,
one of the .finest compositions of its
kind in recent decades, was recorded in December, 1945. Both
compositions played by great artists.
33 1/3 rpm. ROA Victor LCT1160.
WoLFGANG AMADEUS MozART. Sonata
in A Major (K. 331) FRANz ScHuBERT. Sonata in A Minor, Op. 143.
Solomon, pianist. -Ideal playing
by one of the greatest pianists of
our age. 33 1/3 rpm. Beautifully
boxed. RCA Victor LHMV-21.
JoHANNES BRAHMS. Eleven Chorale
Preludes (Mein Jesu, der Du mich;
H erz/iebster Jesu; 0 Welt, ich muss
dich lassen; H erdich tut mich erfreuen; Schmuecke dich, o Iiebe
Seele; 0 wie selig seid ihr doch, ihr
Frommen; 0 Gott, Du frommer
Gott; Es ist ein Ros' entsprungen;
Her;:;lich tut mich verlangen; 0
Welt, ich muss dich lassen.; Chorale
Prelude and Fugues 0 Traurigkeit,
o H er;:;eleid). Virgil Fox, playing
the pipe organ at the Hammond
Museum, Gloucester, Massachusetts.
-Before pres en tin g Brahms's
masterfully conceived preludes Fox

plays the chorales as harmonized
by Johann Sebastian Bach. This is
an excellent recording. 33 1/3 rpm.
RCA Victor LM-1853.
JoHANN SEBASTIAN BACH. Brandenburg Concertos Nos. 2 and 5. The
'Philharmonia Orchestra of London
under Edwin Fischer. -The performances are as beautiful as they
are truthful. Wonderfully clear-cut
playing. 33 1/3 rpm. Beautifully
boxed. RCA Victor LHMV-8.
DIMITRI SHOSTAKOVICH. Symphony
No. 10, in E Minor, Op. 93. The
Czech Philharmonic Orchestra under
Karel Ancerl. -An admirable performance of one of the finest symphonies from the rather prolific pen
of the much-discussed Soviet composer. 33 1/3 rpm. Decca DL-9822.
CARLOS SuRINACH. Doppio Concertina for Violin, Piano, and Small
Orchestra ( 1954). Anahid and
Maro Ajemian, violin and piano,
with Carlos ·Surinach conducting
the M-G-M Chamber Orchestra.
CARLOS CHAVEZ. Sonatina
for
Violin and Piano ( 1924). Anahid
and Maro Ajemian. SILVESTRE
REVUELTAS. Three Pieces for Violin
and Piano. Anahid and Maro
Ajemian. -Fascinating music by
Barcelona-born Carlos Surinach and
two eminent composers of Mexico.
Excellent recording. 33 1/3 rpm.
M-G-M E3180.
MEMORIES OF MEXICO. Concert transcriptions of Jar abe T apatio (M exican Hat Dance), La Paloma (The
Dove), El Cefiro (The Zephyr), La
H amaca, Zacatecas, Cielito Lindo,
La Golondrina (The Swallow),
Tutu Maramba, Ampola del Ca-
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mino,
Milpas,
pianist.
33 1/3
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Cancion Mixteca, Cuatro
Las Mananitas. Pablo Flores,
-A fascinating travelog.
rpm. M-G-M E3312.
MICHAEL
CARR.
Springtime Suite
(Very Springy Feeling, Love Laughs
at April Showers, The Magic of
May, April Foor.Fell in Love, Fiddle
Dee Dee, A Young Man's Fancy,
Spring Is a Sentimental Season,
Danger! Spring at Work, Easter
Walt.t, Spring Has That Certain
Thing, Bullfrog on a Bender, March
Has an Irish Flavor) . Richard Ellsasser playing the pipe organ of the
John Hays Hammond Museum,
Gloucester, Massachusetts. -Frothy
and tuneful tidbits by the popular
English composer. 33 1/3 rpm. MG-M E3296.
GusTAV MAHLER. Symphony No. 6, in
A Minor ("Tragic") . The Rotterdam Philharmonic Orchestra under
Eduard Flipse. Holland Festival
1955. -An admirable reading of
this elaborately scored symphony,
which is rarely heard in America.
I happen to be-by conviction, of
course-a Mahler enthusiast. Two
33 1/3 rpm discs. Boxed. Epic SC6012.
CoLIN
McPHEE.
Tabuh-Tabuhan:
Toccata for Orchestra. ELLIOTT

CARTER. The Minotaur: Suite from
the Ballet. The Eastman-Rochester
Symphony Orchestra under Howard
Hanson. Recorded under the auspices of the American Composers
Alliance. -Engrossing music. Deftly
scored. Well played. 33 1/3 rpm.
Mercury MG-50103.
MARCHING ALONG. The U. S. Field
Artillery, The Thunderer, Washington Post, King Cotton, El Capitan,
and The Stars and Stripes Forever, by John Philip Sousa; American Patrol, by F. W. Meacham;
On the Mall, by E. F. Goldman;
Lights Out, by Earl E. McCoy;
Barnum and Bailey's Favorite, by
H . L. King; Colonel Bogey, by K.
J, Alford; The Billboard, by John
N. Klohr. The Eastman Symphonic
Wind Ensemble under Frederick
Fennell. -Nearly everyone, I believe, will enjoy the stirring performances of these well-known
marches. 33 1/3 rpm. Mercury
MG-50105.
OLIVIER

IN

ScENES

FRoM

SHAKE-

V.
Sir Laurence Olivier with the Philharmonia Orchestra of London
under Muir Mathieson and Sir William Walton. -Outstanding artistry.
33 113 rpm. RCA Victor LM-1924.
SPEARE's

HAMLET

AND

HENRY

THE NEW BOOKS
Unsigned reviews are by the Editors

RELIGION
WRITING FOR THE RELIGIOUS

MARKET
Edited by Roland E. Wolseley
(Association Press, $4.00)
The Great Commission to go into
all the world and preach the Gospel
to every creature invites the use of
every legitimate human art and craft
in the missionary task. Historically
the writer ·h as taken his place beside
the preacher as a Bearer of the Word,
and the best writers have served as
shock troops to establish beach heads
for the Gospel in places which either
could not or would not hear the
spoken word. We have before us in
our own times the examples of Chesterton, Belloc, Greene, Eliot, Sayers,
Lewis, and Phillips, to mention only
the more prominent.
Unhappily,
for every first-rate
craftsman who brought his abilities
to the service of the Gospel, there
have been at least a hundred hacks
who attempted to accomplish through
zeal what they could not accomplish
with their limited, or sometimes nonexistent, skill. As a result, the "religious market" of the past has often
been conceived of as a refuge for lady
poets, treacly moralizers, long-winded
sermonizers, and half-baked "experts"
whose attempts to speak from "the
Christian perspective" have served

merely to expose the shallowness of
their theology, the limitations of their
general knowledge, and their ignorance of the tools of the writing
craft.
The present volume is a symposium
of advice for would-be professionals
by established professionals. Completely down to earth, it deals rea.Jistically with such subjects as tools and
skiils, literary forms, market needs,
market peculiarities, the opportunities
and limitations of a craft which is,
for its practitioners, simultaneously a
matter of mission and a matter of
making a living.
Among the forms of religious writing which are explored are the novel,
the short story, the drama, poetry,
news releases,
religious publicity,
feature articles, editorials, reviews and
criticism, curriculum materials, juvenile literature, religious biography, inspirational books, books of sermons and
devotional books, radio scripts, television scripts, and movie scripts. The
authors of the various chapters are
capable men and women of the calibre of Margaret Culkin Banning,
Georgia Harkness, Winfred E. Garrison, Roland Bainton, Clarence Edward Macartney, and Henry Endress.
Roland E. Wolseley, the editor, is professor of journalism at the University of Syracuse where he formerly
headed the graduate program in religious journalism.
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CHRISTIAN ETHICS AND
MORAL PHILOSOPHY

By George F. Thomas (Scribner's,

$5.75)
The author is chairman of the Department of Religion at Princeton. He
makes it his purpose to show the relation between Christian ethics and
moral philosophy (philosophical ethics), both of which have been largely
going their own way, with scant attention to each other. The theme is
that this is an unfortunate state of
affairs since each could provide the
other with valuable insights.
The book consists of four parts.
Part I sketches the development of
Christian ethics against the Old Testament background. It then takes up
the teaching of Jesus regarding the
Kingdom of God and its basic law,
the law of love; St. Paul's application
of this law; and the position of men
like Augustine, Aquinas, Luther, Calvin, Wesley, and others down to the
present with reference to the relation of law and liberty. In Part II
the Christian doctrine of Man is presented: man as creature made in the
image of God; man as sinner; man
redeemed and called to live the Christian life. The attitude of Christian
ethics toward society is discussed in
Part III under the topics: sex and
marriage; love and justice ; politics;
democracy; the economic order; race;
and war and peace. Part IV, finally,
entitled "Faith and Reason in Ethics,"
undertakes to show how Christian
ethics can profit by adopting the true
ethical insights of secular philosophers

after transforming them in the light
of Christian faith and love.
As for his doctrinal position, Dr.
Thomas dissents from both liberal
and conservative Protestantism and
tries to occupy an intermediate position, say that of a neo-orthodoxy.
This involves him in much ropedancing and leaves unclear just how
he stands on various basic issues. He
rejects the absolute authority of
Scripture and yet quotes passages from
it as definitive. That all men are sinful is admitted, but it is denied that
human nature is corrupted by the
Fall; it is held instead that "every attempt to find the cause of sin must
be rejected." Faith is called "a gift
of God" and also "a free act of man".
Jesus is hailed as Redeemer, but confession of His deity is avoided. So an
uncertain half-light on doctrinal matters prevails.
On the other hand the book contains a goodly amount of valuable
material and some incisive argumentation against certain errors. It covers
a wide range. The punctuation is, to
put it midly, unusual and disturbing.
The same is true of independent
sentences of the type, "For the reason
of man is confused, as his will is corrupted, by sin". (Here again, by the
\vay, though "reason is confused,"
Christian faith is said to need it "to
interpret the meaning of its affirmation"; "reason purifies our thinking
about faith of false ideas" and "relates it to our experience as a
whole".)
Ao.
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PROTESTANT CATHOLIC JEW

By Will Herberg (Doubleday, $4.00)
Will Herberg is a very capable
sociologist of religion. He has produced an analysis of the current
American religious
situation
that
should provoke vigorous self-examination wherever it is read. Here the objective findings of social science can
serve as a mirror in which the contemporary church-member can see
himself as he really is, can be challenged by the Law so that he can
better be prepared for the Gospel.
His basic thesis is that Americans
are "at one and the same time, one
of the most religious and most secular of nations."
Americans fill the houses of worship, but their conceptions, standards, and values, their institutions and loyalties, bear a strangely ambiguous relation to the
teachings that the churches presumably stand for. The goals and
values of life are apparently
established autonomously, and religion is brought in to provide an
enthusiastic mobilization of human resources for the promotion
of the well-being of the individual
and society. Of the very same
Americans who so overwhelmingly
affirm their belief in God and
their membership in the historic
churches, a majority also affirm,
without any sense of incongruousness, that their religion has little
to do with their politics or business affairs, except to provide an
additional
sanction
or drive
(P. 286).
America is a bnd of descendants
of immigrants. The emerging American sought to find himself, to "locate"
himself socially in his adopted land.

He could not become an "American"
and retain his foreign tongue, nor his
ethnic or nationality heritage. But he
could find individuality in the new
society by retaining his religion. While
the first generation sought to retain
an overall culture pattern in which
the religion was fused, while the second generation in turn rejected the
religion as "foreign" along with the
culture, the third generation has salvaged the religion of the forefathers
and made it a tool for an intensified
"Americanism."
The author says that a "pluralism"
of co-equal ways of life for America
was only a romantic illusion. While
there is room for individuality in the
various formal denominational traditions, underneath the formal pretensions there is emerging an overarching, all-encompassing "American
Way of Life." This "Way" is a compound of technology, Coca-Cola,
democracy, fre e enterprise, themes of
service and "the general welfare,"
and of course the Jewish-Christian
tradition. It is a "secularized Puritanism"; an espousing of ideals often
without fulfillment.
While on the surface there seems
to be a pluralism in the three great
creeds Protestantism, Catholicism,
Judaism-in actual fact, each is expected to serve the implicit, unifying
ideology, the American Way. This in
turn results in making a fetish of
"faith" irrespective of object or content. The great upsurge or "renewal"
of religion in America then becomes
really only a "faith in faith." Faith
can become the great unifying pillar
only when it remains a device and not
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when it points to a transcendant content (as the traditional contents of
the three "faiths" formally say). This
view is epitomized in President Eisenhower's statement: "Our government
makes no sense unless it is founded
in a deeply felt religious faith-and
I don't care what it is." Americans
easily complete the transition from
"religions of democracy" (explicit) to
"democracy as religion" (implicit).
Thus, historic creeds which formally
hold man under judgment and the
effects of original sin now are being
reduced to means for the rationalizing of a national social cult.
The reader from a Lutheran tradition will be amazed at the objectivity with which Mr. Herberg, a
Jewish labor analyst, can analyze the
American religious scene. But then,
perhaps Mr. Herberg is no ordinary
Jew. His book is studded with citations to relevant literature. The book
abounds with names like the two
Niebuhrs, Tillich, Sweet, Handlin,
Alexander Miller, Barth, and even
Frederick E. Mayer (of the Missouri Synod). The author is a constant reader of the major religious
periodicals of all shades. The bibliography of citations at the rear of the
book contains 300 items, most of
which are from the very current literature on American religions. Full
documentation is given to the many
public opinion polls on American religious beliefs and practices in the
copious notes (after relevant chapters).
The reviewer's opinion is that Mr.
Herberg has provided an admirable
and God-pleasing service in focusing
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attention on the new emerging implicit religion of Americanism-its
naivete, man-centeredness, optimism,
utilitarian n a t u r e, conformity-consciousness, stress on euphoria and good
feeling (ala Peale). Mr. Herberg has
well played the role of prophet and
wielder of the Law. As such, his role
i~ almost exclusively negative rather
than positive.
What will be most new to readers
of The Cresset will probably be his
treatment of the current religious dilemma of the modern American Jew.
The Jews are perhaps the most secularized of all American religious
people. And yet, as they return to a
renewed interest in religion (as validation of their Americanism), what
will the religious content of the new
"transmuted" Judaism be? The Jewish dilemma would seem to be the
most difficult since, unlike the Catholic and many Protestant communions,
Jews have not been noted for theological or creedal emphasis.
In fairness to the author, he does
state ( Pp. 90-91 ) that some American communions-notably certain segments of the Catholic, Lutheran, and
Reformed bodies plus sects of the
"disinherited"-take exception to the
above outlined situation. He also ends
his book with this sentence: "After
all, the God Who is able to make the
'wrath of man' to praise Him (Ps. 75.
10) is surely capable of turning even
the intractabilities and follies of religion into an instrument of His redemptive purpose." The Lutheran
reader will most surely agree and will
also find his hope here.
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE FIFTY-SECOND

THE PROPHET

NATIONAL CONVENTION OF

By Sholem Asch (Putnam's, $4.00)
With The Prophet, Sholem Asch
completes his cycle of five biblical
novels which began with The Nazarene. The prophet of the title is the
Deutero-Isaiah or Second Isaiah and
the setting is Babylon in that period of
the Fifth century B.C. a few years
before and a year after its capture by
Cyrus the Persian. Over the years of
exile, the captive Jews had become
acclimated to the social ·a nd moral
climate of Babylon and had, for the
most part, deserted the synagogues.
It was not surprising then that
when the prophet arrived with a
message of deliverance and the promise of a return to Jerusalem, he was
considered a trouble maker and his
words were ignored. After the capture of Babylon by Cyrus, which he
had foretold, the prophet finally was
accepted and his message was heard.
The novel ends as the expedition of
Israelites sets out through the city
gates for the return to Zion.

ASSOCIATED LUTHERAN CHARITIES

Edited by H. F. Wind (Associated
Lutheran Charities, 210 North
Broadway, Saint Louis)
These one-hundred-and-sixty pages
of the proceedings of last year's ALC
convention in Cincinnati, spanning as
they do the entire field of Lutheran
welfare services, are like a smorgasbord: For the indiscriminate reader
who overeats they yield indigestion,
for the reader who deprives himself
of them they yield malnutrition.
Items on the menu run all the way
from the Reverend A. H. Grumm's
morning addresses concerning the Lutheran attitude toward welfare work,
through the thematic presidential address by the Reverend E. B. Glabe,
to essays, resumes of discussions, illustrative case materials, and sundry
information on such various subjects
as the philosophy of Christian welfare
services, parent-child relationships in
social-service contacts, adoptive placements, the use of family services by
Lutheran agencies and numsters,
chaplaincy service in a mental hospital, volunteer services in Lutheran
welfare, care of the aged, services to
refugees, the Missouri Synod's Board
of Social Welfare, the Wheat Ridge
Foundation's aid to medical mission
work. The directory of the ALC's
member agencies, individuals, and officers is also valuable.
CHARLES

F.

TUSCHLING

As a novel amongst other novels on
biblical subjects, The Prophet is a
successful and high grade work. It
lacks, however, some of the fascination
and sustained interest of one or two
of the others in the cycle. Descriptions
of the setting are excellent and the
characters are believable, the literary
style, at times poetic, holds to the
spirit of biblical writing.
By selecting a period in Jewish history about which little is mentioned
in the Bible, Asch can use his imagination without taking liberties with
the biblical text, which he has found
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it necessary to do in previous works.
Perhaps the most interesting feature
of this novel is the reaction, here developed in detail, of the people to a
prophet and, particularly, to a prophet
who is expounding on the Messianic
idea and hope.
The Prophet fails to answer · the
question-what is ISholem Asch? Although probably the foremost writer
in Yiddish, he is not accepted, in
fact in some quarters he is hated by
his fellow Jews who feel he has unnecessarily renewed the ChristianJewish controversy, has been adversely
influential on Jewish youth, and, generally, has distorted the Jewish point
of view. Though rejected by them,
Mr. Asch has not rejected his fellow
Jews, nor, if judged solely by his
writing, is his acceptance of Christianity complete. But it is apparent
from his previous novels on the lives
of J esus, Mary, and Paul he believes
that the Messianic hope, of which he
speaks so yearningly in The Prophet,
has been realized.

BIOGRAPHY
AMERICA, I LIKE YOU

By P. G. Wodehouse (Simon and
.Schuster, $3.50)
Among primitive peop'les, there has
always been an honored and respected
place for the old man of the tribe,
the wizened gaffer who in the very
process of living a great many years
has acquired a certain amount of experience and some insight into the
nature of things. Among more "advanced" people, unfortunately, there is
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a disposition to write off the elderly
as either senile or irrelevant, and from
this disposition comes the necessity of
learning, each from his own experience, what might have been learned
from the experience of those who
have walked the road of life before
us.
It is therefore perhaps over-optimistic to hope that these autobiographical musings of our generation's wittiest man will be read with the attention they deserve. "Wodehouse ?"
people will say, "Ah yes, he's that old
codger, born in 1881 and resident in
the United States on and off for the
past 55 years, married for over forty
years and just recently admitted to
American citizenship, isn't he? Can't
have much to say, can he? I mean,
considering his age and all."
And if, by "much to say," they
mean that glut of chronological detail
which clutters the ordinary autobiography, they will be right. Afflicted
since early years with an undependable memory and (by his own confession) a feeble intellect, Wodehouse
has been forced by inexorable necessity to go lightly on the facts and to
concentrate on what, for lack of a
better word, we shall have to call philosophy. It is Wodehouse the philosopher, rather than Wodehouse the man,
that we encounter in the pages of this
"autobiography."
Take, for example, the present sorry
state of the mystery novel. Critics
equipped with nothing more than a
formal knowledge of style and an unexamined set of prejudices will deplore
the tendency toward over-complicating the plot to the point where the
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general reader finds himself unable to
follow the ingenious contortions of the
murderer. Wodehouse, cutting through
these relatively picayune cntic1sms
with the sharp sword of a Realitaetsphilosophie, observes simply that
"What these men [the villains] have
got to learn is that the best way of
disposing of a girl with hair the color
of ripe wheat is to hit that hair as
hard as possible with a section of gas
pipe. Buying scorpions to put in her
bag or little-known Asiatic poisons
with which to smear her lipstick does
no good whatever and only adds to
the overhead" (p. 65).
But this capacity for seeing Reality
steadily and seeing it whole does not
stultify the W odehouse conscience.
When a value judgment is obviously
called for, the judgment is spokenwithout emotion, without prudishness,
but with a clear certainty of its correctness. As, for example, the distressing condition of juvenile snailgatherers in Austria:
"Snail-gathering, which flourishes
mostly in Austria, if you can call it
flourishing, is another profession into
which I doubt if I would put any son
of mine. I was shocked to learn the
other day that the Austrian boys who
track the creatures down get only a
shilling a pound for them. (It should
be schil'ling, but I can't do the dialect.)
"I don't know how many snails go
to the pound, for it must vary a great
deal according to their size and robustness. You get great, big, hulking
snails, the sort of snails whose friends
call them Butch and Fatso, and conversely you get wan, wizened little

snails which have stunted their growth
with early cigarette-smoking. But, be
that as it may, two or three hundred
pounds of them must take quite a bit
of assembling, and I think that what
the Austrians call schnirkel-schnecke
gatherers come under the head of
sweated labor. Yet Austrian fathers are
rather pleased when their sons tell
them that that is the walk in life
which they have chosen" (p. 82
et seq.).
Wodehouse would be the first to
admit that he is no latter-day Kierkegaard. But he has lived for 75 years
without having taken any pleasures
from the poor in the name of reform
or having started any wars in the name
of democracy. Such a man deserves to
be heard.

FICTI O N
THE CROSS OF IRON
By Willi Heinrich

(Bobbs-Merrill,

$4.50)
During the last decade, multitudes
of books, good, bad and indifferent,
have been written about World War
II. Most of those read by Americans
were written by Americans about
Americans. Although they depicted
brutality, inhuman i t y and stark
tragedy, these were tempered always
by the fact-sometimes explicit; always implicit-that underlying was
inevitable victory. This book is different. Willi Heinrich soldiered with
the German army in Russia. His story
is written in the context of impending and inevitable defeat.
It is primarily a tale of a platoon

·-
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and its enigmatic leader, Corporal
Steiner. The author sees them through
an incredible march across Russian
swamps and the Russian lines. He puts
them in the trenches where they try
to stem a major offensive and, finally,
has them fight a hideous battle in a
night-enshrouded factory. It is a story,
too, of Stransky, the arrogant, incompetent and cowardly officer, who uses
every means to win the coveted cross
of iron; of Brandt, the regimental
commander, and Kiesel, his adjutant,
who realize the hopelessness of their
cause, but who continue to do their
duty and do it well, obeying and being obeyed. It is a story of brutality
and gentility, of enmity and camaraderie, of hope and despair.
This is Mr. Heinrich's first book. It
is a good one. He adroitly permits the
·r eader to experience vicariously the
horror of violence and hate, and the
beauty of comradeship and love. He
is adept in depicting the ebbing :h ope
of victory and, later, even of survival.
The reader knows the feeling of futility and frustration and the rage of
helplessness. With perhaps an exception or two, the author has not made
the mistake, as many have, of painting his characters all black or all
white, recognizing that in most peopie
there is a combination of both.
One is sometimes prompted to be
querulous about a book of this type.
Is it an apology? Is it a solicitation for
sympathy? How much distortion of
fact is there? Whatever the answers to
these may be and whatever motivated
the author to write, the book does
convey the idea that even in the face
of disaster, there are those things

which, if recognized and accepted, alleviate the knife-like pain of total
despair.

GENERAL
THE RIGHT TO READ

By Paul Blanshard (Beacon, $3.50)
Paul Blanshard in this his fifth
book in the last decade presents a
reasoned analysis of the problem of
censorship of the written word in
America today. Though he is a lawyer, and though a book discussing
censorship must of necessity concern
itself to a certain extent with laws,
ordinances, and legal penalties, nowhere can there be found the pedantic
treatment of the subject that a layman might expect of a lawyer. On the
contrary, the legal aspects, which
play a minor role in the book, are
discussed in a very lucid, non-technical manner.
The book is not an attack on censorship but rather an artistic attempt
to show the bright picture of American literary freedom on the whole and
the disconcerting shadows of censorship drawn not by law but by hysteria,
pressure, and prejudice in the hands
of local propaganda groups. Their
tactic is not pre-publication censorship by law but "post-publication censorship by vilification."
The harm done in th~ name of
"Americanism" and "decency" by the
American Legion, the National Organization of Decent Literature, and
others acting under the aegis of groups
that do not sincerely represent or
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champion the causes whose banners
they fly is set out over against the efforts on behalf of our constitutional
guarantees of free speech and press by
such groups as the American Civil
Liberties Union, the Commission on
the Freedom of the Press, and the
American Library Association.
Among the many topics discussed
are newspapers; school textbooks;
Communism; sedition; crime, violence
and the comic books; sex and obscenity; blasphemy; racial issues; advert!Slng; libel; a n d government
secrecy. To the question, Where is
censorship most felt today? Mr.
Blanshard has this to say:
"In perspective the right to
read about religion seems to be,
in spite of our complete formal
liberty, the most frail and ephemeral of our literary rights. For
the masses of men it consists
simply of the privilege of reading one side of the story--or ignoring that side. An almost complete blackout is imposed on the
critical analysis of orthodoxy in
the mass media of information.***
"Probably the present American taboo against what is called
'religious controversy' is as bad
for religion as it is for atheism. It
means that the great concepts of
religion a r e rarely discussed
frankly in public by serious, independent thinkers. *** With a
relatively few scholarly exceptions,
our huge output of religious literature is the most pathetic exhibit in our nonfiction output.
Nine-tenths of our religious books
sink into deserved obscurity as
soon as they are published. By
operating under the .taboo against
candid criticism, orthodoxy has
suffered a loss of prestige more
damaging than any defeat which

could be administered by the
atheists."
The alternative question of course
is: Are there areas in which there is
need for more censorship? In answer
to this ·h e says:
"In only one segment of .the
underworld of publishing is there
a reasonably strong argument for
more repression, and that is the
field of horror and crime comic
books especially designed for
children."
The question of censorship is not
a closed one nor is it unimportant.
Since Milton's Areopagetica there have
been many other protests against censorship, and well .there might be. Paul
Blanshard's book, though not a protest, will be necessary reading until
all persons are willing to grant that
freedom of expression to their enemies'
ideas that they would have for their
own.
It is interesting to note that this
book, quite unlike some of his others,
is not an attack on the Roman Catholic Church. It is a scholarly and (except for a few abortive attempts at
humor) well-written treatment of the
subject, highly recommended to every
person who is interested in the unrestricted quest for truth.
]ACK HILLER

ONE THOUSAND AMERICAN THINGS
Compiled by Hugh Graham (Spencer, $3 .95)
This omnium gatherum, previously
published as An American Treasury,
was assembled on popular rather than
literary 'g rounds. It will provide hours
of patriotic entertainment because it
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is an easy reference book. An author
(more than 200), title (almost 200),
and subject index includes such crosssections of Americana as its heroes
and heroines, landscape, modern patnotlsm, philosophy by appropriate
units called Words of Great Americans, and the spirit of our country in
verse.
By sensible eclecticism this sampling blends the great variety that is
our United States. Legends, anecdotes,
speeches, short stories, and the like
will aid a fuller understanding of what
our country means to us. Above all,
these selections consist of writings in
touch with common, human needs;
for here is what makes a nation great,
namely its people and the continuing
ideals of its democracy.
HERBERT H. UMBACH

A SHORT TROT WITH
A CULTURED MIND

By Patrick Campbell
Schuster, $3.95)

.,

(Simon and

One-hundred proof English wit is
perhaps just a shade too subtle for the
American palate, while one-hundred
proof Irish wit is perhaps just a bit
too robust. But blend the two and one
gets a product readily marketable in
the dollar area.
Patrick Campbell, son of Lord Glenavy, is a Dubliner by birth and an
Englishman by long residence. His
wit is directed toward those longtime
standbys of British humor- children,
games, absurd situations, culture,
women qua motorists, old school
friends, and the foibles of ordinary
mortals. But eschewing the English
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passion for understatement, Campbell
roisters about his subjects like a
friendly Irish setter.
It is not apparent from the contents
what is meant to be implied by the
title's reference to "a cultured mind,"
unless it be derived from the two cultural essays entitled "Three Years at
the Opera" and "Bruennhilde is
Wotan's Uncle." Nor does there seem
to be any particular reason why the
dust-jacket is done in the liturgical
colors.
SANTAYANA AND THE
SENSE OF BEAUTY

By Willard E. Arnett
University Press, $3.75)

(Indiana

To the (generally) philosophically
hostile procession of books and articles that has grown since .t he death
of Santayana, comes this more genial
member-and an elegant work it is,
conceived sensitively and written with
subtle grace. Arnett's study may also
be a poignant and profound bridge
between Santayana and the student.
The Sense of Beauty is the title of
one of Santayana's works upon aesthetics, and Arnett does portray Santayana's theory of beauty. This is
done, not so much by a contrast with
other aesthetic theories, but rather by
placing Santayana's perspective of the
sense of ~eauty within the wider
horizon of his own ideals. Thus, some
of the chapter titles are: "The Affinity of Poetry and Religion", "Art,
Aesthetics, and Happiness", "Art,
Beauty, and Judgment", and "Aesthetics is the Realm of Spirit". And
the book lucidly gives Santayana's
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answers to such questions as: "What
is the highest type of poetry?" or
"Does the highest art proceed from
some deprivation within the artist himself?"
But Arnett goes beyond a description of Santayana's theory. The Sense
of Beauty is not only the title of one
of Santayana's books; it is almost the
title of his life and the foundation of
his vista:
Santayana views life in the manner of an aesthetic critic: he
looks at the world as if he himself were no integral part of the
world, and delights in his conscious discrimination ....
So that Arnett's work is also a study
of Santayana, the man, walking about
in the secure and radiant world that
Santayana, the mind, has created. The
book is a scholarly presentation and
one of the most sympathetic to Santayana's views that has been issued so
far.
RoBERT KuscH
POLITICS FOR CHRISTIANS

By William Muehl (Haddam House,
Association Press, $3.00)
William Muehl is currently an associate professor in Yale University
Divinity School, is also a lawyer, and
spends a great deal of time in politics.
Moreover, he is an Episcopalian.
With this background, he is adequate to discuss the role of the Christian in politics--or sometimes, the
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role of politics in the life of a Christian. A major portion of this book (or
handy manual) is devoted to an elementary description of politics and
political parties.
Of one thing the author is certain:
religion and politics do mix-for the
greatest theologians of all time,
"Augustine, Aquinas, Luther, and
Calvin all related the demands of the
Christian faith to both the theory and
practice of politics." The Christian
who is to be the salt of the earth cannot and dares not withdraw.
Elementary or not, the focus of the
book is important. The living Christian "exists amid a complex of relationships upon which he depends for
the physical and psychological necessities of life." He is conditioned by
these relationships and at the same
time he conditions them by his creative
activity as a redeemed and judging
child of the Christian faith. This redeemed Christian, even though inspired by the Christian faith and the
enlightened life, does not always
judge effectively because he does not
always see life true and whole·. Consequently, he can only make relative
judgments about the role of the Christian and his ethic in the human situation.
"Thus," concludes William Muehl,
"the pattern of what can be is to be
cut in the image of human possibility,
not abstract absolutes."

THE MOTION PICTURE
By

..-

ANNE HANSEN

"Don't people like good pictures?" This is the question
posed by Arthur Mayer in a
thought-provoking article which
appeared in a recent issue of the
Saturday Review. In Myths,
Movies and Maturity this veteran student of the screen points
out that, in terms of box-office
receipts, Marty, the film which
won four Oscar awards this year,
ranked only fifty-ninth among
the pictures released during
1955.
As you may recall, Marty was
adapted for the screen from an
original TV presentation. Mr.
Mayer says:
Stimulated by the success of
Marty, the price of TV scripts
submitted to Hollywood for production zoomed to ten to twenty
times their former price. So great
was the demand, however, that
in spite of the advanced cost at
least thirty have already been
purchased.

Just a few years ago the motion-picture industry and television producers were engaged in
a heated contest for public favor.
Now the picture has changed.
More and more the two giant industries have learned to pool

their resources and to work together. We have an instance of
this in Patterns (United Artists,
Fielder Cook). Patterns, which is
based on Rod Serling' s hit TV
play, presents a discerning study
of the practices and the ethics of
the world of big business. Everett
Sloane plays the coldhearted
business tycoon with fine success. Van Heflin is equally impressive as the idealistic young
executive who is loath to accept
-and to put into practice-the
harsh creed by which his ruthless employer lives and works.
Ed Begley is outstanding in the
role of the aging vice-president,
who puts the welfare of his employees above the accumulation
of profits and dividends. The
supporting cast is uniformly
good. Mr. Cook's direction is excellent, and the settings are
strikingly effective. Unfortunately, the climax of the film is weak
and simply does not ring true.
The Man in the Gray Flannel
Suit (20th Century-Fox, Nunnally Johnson) affords us another
glimpse into the business world.
This time Gregory Peck is our
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guide-in the role of the young
public-relations man who is the
central figure in Sloan Wilson's
best seller The Man in the Gray
Flannel Suit.
I read Mr. Wilson's book soon
after it was published. It struck
me as being without any special
literary merit. The film-which
runs for two and a half hours-is
equally unimpressive. Frederic
March and Gregory Peck do as
well as the script permits. Marisa
Pavan is both charming and appealing as the young Italian girl
who is caught up in an illicit
wartime romance. Jennifer Jones
and Ann Harding a r e disappointing and more than a
little "hammy."
The Bold and the Brave
(RKO-Radio, Lewis R . Foster)
is an unusual and, at times, a
deeply moving film. The time is
the fateful summer of 1944. The
place is war-torn Italy. The action relates the experiences of
three oddly assorted Gls. First
there is the happy-go-lucky
doughboy-played with characteristic vigor by Mickey Rooney.
Then there is the troubled
soldier who cannot bring himself to hate and to kill a fellowhuman. Wendell Carey portrays
this role in a highly effective
manner. Last there is the tortured sergeant whose religious
fanaticism dictates and domi-.,

nates everything he does. Don
Taylor is convincing in the di£ficult and exacting part of the
sergeant. Nicole Maurey gives a
beautiful performance as the
Italian girl whose life has been
darkened and debased by the
ugliness and the brutality of war.
Although there are moments of
sparkling comedy in The Bold
and the Brave, the underlying - ..·
theme is a serious one.
I had the good fortune to hear
Mario Lanza in a recital when he
had just begun to win widespread acclaim. At that time I
was deeply impressed by the
magnificent quality of the young
tenor's voice-but less favorably
impressed by his brash and overbearing manner. I suppose almost everyone knows what has
happened to Mr. Lanza in recent
years. Because of frequent ternperamental outbursts and eccentric behavior his once promising
career-both on the concert stage
and on the screen-practically
came to a standstill. Now Mario
is before the public again in a
new film. Unfortunately, Serenade (Warners, Anthony Mann)
is at best only a mediocre production. Although the plot is attributed to James M. Cain's
novel Serenade, the screen adaptation bears only superficial re...
semblance to Mr. Cain's book.
. And, alas, Mr. Lanza's voice is
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not what it was. Besides, Mario
is still addicted to out-and-out
"hamming." Licia Albanese, one
of the brightest stars on the
"Met" roster, makes an all-toobrief appearance. Joan Fontaine, Vincent Price, and Sarita
Montiel, a promising young newcomer, appear in leading roles.
Miss Fontaine's fixed facial expression throughout the picture
led one to think that she was
about to call for Air Wick. Not a
bad idea, at that!
Diabolique, Henri-G e o r g e s
Clouzot's prize-winning mystery
thriller, is one of the most fascinating films I have seen in many
years of movie-going. Made in
France by a cast of outstanding
French players headed by Simone Signoret, Vera Clouzot,
and Paul Meurisse, Diabolique
will keep you in breathless suspense from start to finish. The
plot is a most unusual one. The
acting is consistently fine, and,
under M. Clouzot's expert direction, the action moves swiftly to
a chilling climax. This is not for
children.
Although there are moments
of hilarious comedy in Doctor at
Sea (Rank-Republic, R a I ph
Thomas), the film lacks the
qualities of spontaneity and
sparkling wit which made its
predecessor, Doctor in the House,
one of the hit comedies of 1955.
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In a timely article which appeared in the Saturday Review
John W. Campbell, Jr., editor of
Astounding Science F i c t i o n,
asks:
How much violence can a
human organism stand without
coming apart at the seams? How
suddenly can a human body be
slowed without coming apart?
What happens when human
flesh is subjected to a wind of
700 miles per hour? Will a man's
eyeballs fall out of his eye-sockets
if he is decelerated at 30 Gs?

All these problems are the
basis of intensive research and
danger-laden experimentation by
the medical department of the
U. S. Air Force. On the Threshold of Spaoe (20th Century-Fox,
Robert D. Webb) presents a factual account of the work carried
on by dedicated and courageous
men of science in their tireless
efforts to increase the chance for
survival of jet pilots who are
forced to bail out at high altitudes. Made with the co-operation of the U. S. Air Force, this
fine film is more thrilling than
any make-believe science-fiction
release I have ever seen. Every
American should be interested
in this impressive tribute to an
all-important branch of our
Armed Services. Guy Madison,
Virginia Leith, the late Dean
Jagger, and the late John Hodiak
are the principals in an excellent
cast.
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Here are two thoroughly unpalatable offerings for those who
are addicted to tearjerkers and
soap operas: Hilda Crane (20th
Century-Fox, Philip Dune) and
The Revolt of Mamie Stover
(20th Century-Fox, Raoul
Walsh). The two pictures have
much in common. Both are pretentious and nonsensical; both
present distorted views on moral
values. I have no patience whatever with such films.
Comanche
(United Artists)
takes us back to the Indian wars
of the 1870s, when, under the
leadership of the famous chief
Inanah Parker, the Comanche
braves ravaged and pillaged parts
of Old Mexico and Texas.
Filmed in CinemaScope and De
Luxe Color, Comanche is a little
less stereotyped than the run-ofthe-mill western.
Three more westerns are on
my list.
James Cagney stars in Tribute
to a Bad Man (M-G-M, Robert
Wise), a film given over to
bloodshed and violence.
Great Day in the Morning
(RKO, Jacques Tourneur) once
again tells the oft-told tale of a

Confederate scheme to carry a
sorely needed shipment of gold
to the South. It failed, of course.
Stranger at My Door (Republic, William Witney) depicts the
regeneration of a dangerous outlaw. Even though the film does
not always live up to a noble
theme, at least it does try for a
fresh and novel approach.
Mystery fans may enjoy The
Scarlet Hour (Paramount, Michael Curtiz) and The Price of
F e)a r (Universal-International,
Abner Biberman). The Scarlet
Hour) a so-called "suspense
drama," introduces two new
stars: Carol Ohmart and Tom
Tryon. Nat "King" Cole makes
a guest appearance in this picture.
The Price of Fear gets off to a
good start and then gets bogged
down in a too-complicated plot.
Jose Ferrer is both star and director of The Cockleshell Heroes
(Co I u m b i a), a thrill-packed
tribute to the intrepid Englishmen who used canoes-of all
things to carry the born bs with
which they destroyed Nazi supply ships in a French river.
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types of party systems in the
United States swing away from
the modified one party system
towards either a two party system or a completely one party
system.

Most students of American political parties that are writing in
the field today have divided
parties according to basic types.
The two party system, always
thought of first, consists of two
evenly balanced parties in a
jurisdiction, so evenly balanced
they have to fight for every election. The extreme of this is the
one party system where the
minority party very seldom can
maneuver a victory if at all, as
for example in the southern
states.

The Modified One Party
System in Operation
Lee Brown of Princeton, Illinois-a student in the department of government at my university-has just completed a
study of a modified one party
system. For the sake of anonymity, let the location of this system be Xanadu, Nebraska, which
runs pretty much to this particular type anyway.
Brown found out what he already knew: the county in question had been Republican for

On the scale between these
two extremes is the modified one
party system. In this case, the
majority party usually wins the
elections but the minority party
is strong enough nevertheless to
keep the victors alert. The other
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years and years. This was illustrated by election statistics of
recent years as well as of years
long gone by. Add to this fact,
the fact that the state has been
G.O.P. for a long time and one
begins to see the plight of the
Democrats in Xanadu.
0

Defeatism
Since the American party is an
army that marches on the
stomachs of victory, the most
superficial observer can conclude
that the dim prospect of achieving victory would act with considerable pessimism upon Xanadu Democrats. As some of the interviewees stated the case to
Brown, the Democratic Party of
Xanadu is wrapped up in its
own attitude of defeatism.
This defeatism seems to play
an important role in the areas of
leadership, getting votes and
money, the attitude of party
workers, attendance at meetings,
the necessity of criticism, and the
recruiting of new members. At
the same time, the Democrats,
unlike some of the Republican
parties in the south, are not
quite ready to lie down and die.
0

Running for Office
Brown's paper was shaped
around the following question:

why is it hard to get Democrats
to run for office in Xanadu? As
can be surmised from the above,
he maintains that the reason lies
in the lack of any hope of victory. People do not want to run
just to be running. They want
to win.
For the same reason, the
Xanadu Democrats cannot collect money, get people to work,
cannot get voters interested in
the Democratic Party, cannot
even get some of the precinct
committeemen to come to meetings, cannot recruit new workers
and new members, and cannot
get the younger set to look with
favor upon anything save girls
and "hot-rods."
0

Cross-Currents
Some of the observers pinpointed the strife in the party.
It exists as it exists normally in
every organization. There are
cross-currents between the Old
Guard and the "Johnny-comelately's". Certain townships that
are more Democratic look with
disfavor upon the townships
near the county seat that are
less Democratic but where a
good part of the leadership is
centralized.
Part of this could be remedied
if patronage could flow to the
dissenters to keep them in line.
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The leadership of the party has
nothing to offer in the way of
patronage. If the leadership
could wield t h i s particular
power, it could get money, party
workers, and all the necessary
equipment for a successful party.
But as one interviewee put it,
"the Democrats in this county
are mostly windowwashers for
the county courthouse ring and
they can look into the courthouse only from this position."
There can be no patronage without victories.
~

The Loyal Opposition
It seems that the weakness of
the minority party in Xanadu
actually amounts to a weakness
in its total political and governmental picture. The party does
not have the strength of numbers
and of resources-nor of courage
-to become the party of the
loyal opposition. This is not
good for the party in power nor
is it good for the city. Policymaking, to be successful and
ethical, must be entrenched in a
deep spirit of constructive criticism.
At the same time, the Democratic Party of Xanadu is still
strong. There are forty to fifty
good and honest men who keep
working at the job slowly and
carefully. These men are men of
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intelligence and integrity. People
stop party leaders on the street
to encourage them and to give
them a pat on the back. In short,
no person has yet read an obituary over the Democratic Party
in Xanadu.
~

Population Statistics
What creative leadership and
active participation cannot do
for the Democrats in Xanadu,
population statistics may be able
to do. The neighboring industrial area has begun to spill over
into Xanadu. The G.O.P. and
the Chamber of Commerce together with a host of other
people and organizations are
asking for more industry. This
has indeed become a Republican
plank in the political patform.
But with this will come the
factors that many citizens of
Xanadu do not want: labor that
has voted Democratic; Negroes
and immigrants who are not
quite ready to trust the Republicans; and a quickly moving
population that will disturb
leisurely Xanadu. This development will keep the G.O.P. in
Xanadu moving faster than
Sugar Ray Robinson.
Many Democrats are looking
forward to the day. Who knows
what will happen between now
and then?
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